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Very little conclusive insult- is currently available for predicting
l
the behavior of reduced-order adaptive controllers (ROAC), i.e. an
adaptive controller based on a plant model of lower dimension than that
I
of the actual plant. In [11 the ROAC problem is seen to be an un-
avoidable consequence of the application of any finite-dimensional,
C
lumped-parameter system (LPS) adaptive control strategy to an infinite
dimenHtona1.distr'buted-parameter system (UPS). In [2] and [31 the relative
orders of the plat:;,, model, and controller are noted to be critical. In
[4] the problem of adaptive parameterization of a C order controller for
a M order m,.,,lc 1 of a N orderHystCm it, addressed when N - M > C. However,
j	 aH notL-d 111 121 and 131, the practical, poorly understood ense Is when
1	 N ^ M	 t:. This conditirn, i.e. the system order exceeds that of the plant
fmodel used for adaptive controller parameterization, will be considered to
constitute the ROAC problem in this report.
Though numerous strategies have been espoused [5] for extracting a
low order model from a too complex system description, none currently seem
1
fully applicable to the real-time, recursive requirements of on-line
adaptive control algorithms. These reduced-order modaling techniques seem
to fall into two broad categories: (1) Extract tbuse "modes" (or component-
subsystems) from the full ;system description that are most tnfluentlil in
the performance of the model in its subsequent use. This strategy is
followed, for example, in [61 and [7]. (ii) Parameterize the reduced-
order structure• to provide the best prediction of the desired output.
This latter strategy will produce a model the "modes" of which need not
currespon:: to any of those of the full system as noted in [3]. This latter
strategy includes the model reference approach prominent in adaptive
systems [8j. Two methods of interpreting the misbehavior of ROAC, one
1	 1.2
L
based on system input -output description [ 3) [91 and one on state-
variable description [11 1101, have emerged recently from attempts to
!	 develop adaptive controllers for flexible spacecraft.
1	 Consider the implementation of the proper, single-input, single-
output (STSO), autoregroo live, moving-average (ARMA) system
N
^ 	 y(k) _	 [ai y(k-i) + b i u(k-i)) (N even),	 (1-1)
i=1
where u is the system input and y the output, in parallel, i.e. partial
fraction expanded, form as
I 	 t
Y^ (k) -	 [exi t y t (k-i) + pit u(k-i))	 (1-2)
i=1
N/2
y (k) - X Y;(k).	 (1-3)
^=1
where y y is the output of the R-th mode. As interpreted in 131 the first
strategy in the preceding paragraph when used for identification would lead
to approximation of (1-3) as
M/2 of [1,N/21
Ys (k) -	 YJt(k)	 (1-4)
t
with (1-2) describing the dynamics of each y,(k). The M/2 modes chosen in
i.
(1 +) may by selected as those M/2 from the N/2 in (1-3) that provide the
"best" fit of y s to y. Note that the order M of (1-4) refers to the order
of the underlying reduced-order ARMA model. If the dimension of (1-4) (and
(1-1)) were based on the number of quadratic "modes" then M (and N) would
be replaced by M = 2 (and N = 2). This quadratic "'modal" designation of
order is common in the flexible spacecraft literature [3). As noted in
[11, [3), and [111 the extraction of the y f chosen in (1-4) from the y in
P
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(1-3) remains an open que=stion. However, these y, would be required
for identification of the appropriate (1-2) parameters a iR and Bit.
Alternatively, the second strategy would approximate tl-3) with
M/2 of [1, NY1
9(k)	 Y$(k) (1-5)
in, e.g., a le=ast-squares sense by selection of the j,M
 . These estimated
"moual" outputs need not match the corresponding values in ( 1-2) and,
therefore, need not lead to identification of the corresponding a il and Oil
in (1 -2) as noted in [3]. The successive y lchosen to fit (1-5) to (1-3)
may not even obey a time-invariant difference equation of the form of (1-2)
With y t
 replaced by y C
 The problem with closing, the adaptive control loots
via a simultaneous ide=ntification and control strategy could be intensified
by feeding hack the ^^^ instead of the unavailable y, to meet .1 modal
control objective.
The alte= rnate interpretation of the ill-effects of ROAC, derived from
the flexible spacecraft control problem [1) [101, begins with the separation
of a SISO, state-space model for, e.g., (1-1) into the reduced-order and
unmodeled (or residual) segments as
xN(k+l)




ARN AR	 xR(k)I	 b 




As outlined in [1] the derivation of (1-6) - (1-7) can be viewed as a
I.4
Iprojection operation on the full system. From (1-7) the "spillover"
of the residual modes into the observation of y(k) via c g xR(k) and from
(1-6) the ":spillover" of tl• e control designed for the reduced model into
the residual modes xR(k+l) via b  u(k) are clearly displayed. Also the
possible coupling of reduced model modes and residual modes via 
ANR and ARN isI
immediately apparent. Shown in [1] and [10; is the predictable fact that
j	 if 
ANR 0 and c R	 0 then, assuming the residual modes remai.a stable,
any full-order (N), stable adaptive controller identifying AN , bN , and cN
explicitly or implicitly from y and u alone would retain its stability.
If ANR = 0 but C  and b  are nonzero then the degradation of RUAC has two
sources. Unmodeled components in y via c  will generate an error that
Is Indistinguishable from parameter error thereby causing .ada.ption. 11io
.application of control u to the residual states x  via b  will contribute
further Lo this unmodeled component of y. Not only will the parameter
e:stim,aLo!; be :ncorrvt , t from use of y and a to identify only AN , b N , and
c  but also ti l t , s gait, cast im.aters provided by an adaptive observer will be
incorrect, whiell if fed back could lead to an unpredictable "controlled"
resp,,nse.
These two problems of inappropriate parameter and state estimation are
the same ones noted in the first interpretation with y approximation of
y in (1-5). The ability to extract the y t and obtain y$ corresponds to
an effective zeroing of c R. This report will, in part, attempt to imple-
ment, compare, and contrast these two strategies embodied in (1-4) and (1-5).
The next seetion details the specific objectives of this study.
Section III presents the example autoregressive, moving-average plants
that are to be used in the simulations. Section IV presents the adaptive
t
control algorithms to bs used and their sources in the literature.
Section V outlines the formats for the simulated tests including that
	 i
1
description of numerical figures of merit to be tabulated in Section VI.
	
I
Section VII offers interpretations of the test results and Section VIII
draws conclusions relevant to the RnAC problem. The last sections of
this report include the referenced literature and the appendices
Including computer program listings.
111.1	 {
}	 11. OBJECTIVES
The principal objective of this study is to test the usefulness of
the folklore of reduced-order modeling with respect to adaptive control.
In particular four "facts" will be tested:
(i) heavily damped modes may be neglected relative to more lightly
damped nx)dcs in reduced-order-model derivation.
(ii) Finite bandwidth actuatoraz limit the number of moles necessary to be
models-"..
(iii) An "optinwal" reduced-order controller neglects the modes contribut-
ing the least degradation in the control system perforwrice measure.
(iv) Indirect and direct adaptive control are essentially equivalent and
intvirchangeable.
The iml"1 icat irna to the BOAC. problem of each of these statements will be
developed in the following paragraphs. The .9imulations of the following
sections will be chosen to test the veracity of these implications. The
conclu:aion of this report will summarize the useful "facts" that either
escape unscathed or emerge from these tests.
Since each of these facts has been accepted into the reduced-order
and/or adaptive control folklore it is difficult to pinpoint particular
references suocinctly stating these points. However, several classical
control texts contain the source of point (i) in the concept of dominant
roots or poles. For example: "The complex conjugate roots near the
origin of the s-plane relative to the other roots of the closed-loop
system are labeled the dominant roots of the system since they represent
or dominate the transient response. The relative dominance of the roots
is determined by the ratio of the real parts of the complex roots and
11.2
will result in reasonable dossinance for ratios exceeding five. ...
Dominance .. also depends upon the relative magnitudes ... of the
residues evaluated at the complex roots, [which) depend upon the I,oca-
tion of the zeros ict the s-plane" [121. Or: "The relative dominance
of closed-loop poles is determined by the ratio of the real parts of
the closed-loop poles, ns well as by the relative magnitudes of the
residues evaluated at the closed-loop poles. The magnitudes of the
residues depend tipon both the closed-loop poles and zeros. If the ratios
of the real parts exceed five, and there are no zeros nearby, then the
closed-loop poles nearest the jW axis will dominate in the transient-
response behavior because these poles correspond ro trans ient-response terms
which viol IV SI„wIN" I I i, p. ." )1 1.	 'his t,vllarat I«n cc,ssovpt has hvvii forma-
lized via singular perturbation theory [141. Despite the concomitant
warning in both 1121 and [13] for caution in the use of this rule and the
explication of its applicatIon to the closed-loop system, point (i) is
commonly (though admittedly inappropriately) used for model reduction
prior to control design. The (mis)implication for discrete systems is
that if the open-loop singulafities are separable into a group in the
z-plane outside a radius of r (<1) and the other group inside the radius r5
(since 1z1,,e Re{s }T , where T is the sample period) then the first group
alone provides a highly accurate input-output model of the entire system
and therefore provides a useful dimension and parameterization for reduced-
order controller design. One objective of this study is to test the useful-
ness of this guideline for ROAC. Predictably, such a rule will be valid
only when the closed-loop system retains its open-loop singularity
separability.
I1.3
A frequently voiced (through unwritten) criticism of the pre-
occupation with the effects of spillover is based on the assertion that
the frequency content of the input to a plant has a strong effect on
the most suitable reduced-order model. Since actuators do not have	 `
infinite bandwidth and are commonly modeled as essentially ln,w pass
filters 115] the higher frequency modes of the system will receive such
Insignificant excitation that they are ignorable as noted in point (ii).
This again extrapolates a reasonable open-loop response mechanism to a
closed-loop situation. Again, if the requirement that plant open-loop
singularities were shifted only slightly by the feedback were included
then this proposition would be strengthened. As such it narrows the
more classical concept by utilizing the shape of the input spectrum in
addition to the plant singularity constellation. one problem with the
use of this Idea In the ROAC problem Is the nonlinear, time,-varying
ctsaracter of the feedback. which does not fit the linear system
cnaracter of this guideline. That Is, during adaption a large,
"high frequt•ne:y" control effort could imbalance the roll --off provided
by the low pass actuators. Another problem is the unmodeled phase shift
induced by the actuators unless the actuator outputs are available as
the identifier inputs. Due to the prevalence of this seemingly untested
proposition, construction of a meaningful example for its examination
represents another report objective.	 The influence of input frequency
content on reduced-order controller selection will also be tested for
various reference signal frequency content distributions;.
II.4
Points (i) and (ii) rely on the near-equivalence of the two reduced-
order modeling strategies interpreted Irt	 introduction: modal selection
and full-behavior approxissatic-n. The suggestion In point (M) recognizes
the distinction between these two strategies and represents the
sensible result of pursuit of the first strategy embodied in (1-4). Also,
clearly the modes of the plant may not be ;a separated as required in the
discussion of point (1), either in the open-loop or closed-loop system,
which requires a selection mechanis=e. An shown in [7] for lightly damped
systems forced by infinite bandwidth inputs the modal costs are pro-
portional to the product of the modal time constant, observability norm,
and disturbability (or controllability) none. Since for a partial fraction
expansion the obse %biaity and disturbability norms are related to the
modal residual, this suggestion can be viewed as a more sophisticated
version of paint (i). However, as demonstrated by e ,.-sample in [7] the low
frequency modes need not always provide the best open -loo„ reduced-order
model. Again this medal selection procedure is principally intended for
an open-loop fit. For reduced-order control :application the truncated modes can
be viewed as the de=sired da•grees of freedom omitted from the controller. However,
a misinterpretation of this procedure would suggest that a reduced-order
controller composed of it presperifted number of well-selected modal controllers
would be optimal. This would suggest (falsely) that the second RCAC strategy of
full approximation in the introduction, as represented by (1-5), could
never prove better than the first of selective extraction, as represented
by (1-4). The third objective of this study will be to test this impli-
cation by comparing single-mode controllers chosen to control single-mode
	
'	 reduced-models of a two mode system and a single-mode controller chosen
	
r	 to control the full system to "match" a single-mode objective. Such aI
.I
1	 I1. s
comparison will clearly rely on the example chosen and is expectLd,as
with the first two objectives, to yield initially ambiguous results.
Consider for example a second-order system controlled by a constant
output feedback gain to meet a first order response matching the dominant
pole of the root locus. The appropriate gain need not be provided by
either separate modal controller but a close fit to the objective does
exist for some reduced-order controller parameterization.
In the special case of full-order model following,indirect and direct
adaptive control have recently been shown to be equivalent 1161 [17].
Indirect adaptive control uses the current plant parameter (and state)
estimates to solve for the controller parameters (and feedback signal).
Direct adaptive control updates the controller parameters such that the
control system response matches that of a prescribed model. Discovery of
this equivalence has led to highly touted claims of the interchangeability
of the algorithms resulting from these two approaches. The implication is
that the two approaches are also equivalent for BOAC. Comparison of the
indirect self-tuning scheme with the initial plant MA gain known, the direct
Input matching scheme, and the approximate direct output error identification
interpretation with q i M f  in [17], all of which could be based on an equa-
tion error parameter estimator, does not dispute this claim for the specific
model-following problem and equilibrating choice of adaptive gains. If
the initial plant MA gain is Aso estimated then indirect and direct schemes
can be expected to behave differently. Only recently has a simple provable
direct adaptive control scheme, based on output error parameter estimation,
been developed [18]. Like the approximate strategy in [19] a particular
choice of designer selected constants reduces this strategy to the common
11.6
equatiun error based scheme in [17]. The cc"W lcx generation of an additional
reference model input required in 1201 is avoided in 118).
As an aside, note that even though the reduction of a gradient based
solution 1211 and a ratability theory based solution [221 to the equation
error formulation of ARMA process identification prove identical this does
not suggest the equivalence of gradient based 1 231 and stability theory based
124) solutions to the output error identification problem. At least currently,
they are seen as special cases of *general, possible solution 125). These
two forms of adaptive parameter estimation underly the various proN ale
adaptive control scheme s suggesting differences for BOAC. Furthermore
the distinction of equivalent convergence points versus convergence
paths must be made. For full-order adaptive identification the asymp-
totic results may be similar though the transient behaviors are quite
distinct. Thit: transient disparity is amplified in redr:ced-order
Went if iont iron where the convergence points also become dint inctly
different 1 1+1. Therefore, it would appear that the parameter estimation
formulation and the explicit or implicit adaptive control strategy both
le;id to different BOAC behaviors. The fourth o,,jec.tive is to tent the
equivalence (or disparity) of indirect and direct adaptive controllers
based on gradient and stability theory formulated equation and output
error parameter estimators.
Achievement of the precedin g objectives may provide suggestions for
improving the presently available full-order adaptive controllers for





Six test examples will be used to meet the objectives stated in the
preceding section. They represent the following six categories:
f	 (I) open-loop and slowed-loop (in near satisfaction of desired model-
following objective) system singularities are separable on a time
basis due to significant damping differences.
(ii) open-looll system singularities are time separable but closed-loop
singularities area only marginally separable.
s
j	
(iii) Neither open-loop nor closed-loop singularities are time separable
but a near fit to fiesired behavior exists due to a lightly damped
near-CMICe'11 3t ion.
(iv) Neither open-loop nor closed-loop singularities are time separable
and no reduced-order controller gain closely satisfies the desired
control objective.
(v) Two nearly oscillatory open-loop modes of distinct frequency, which
are only moderately :shifted in the closed-loop, are preceded by an
infinite bandwidth actuator.
(vi) T^.. nearly oscillatory open-loop modes of the same distinct frequencies
as in (v) are preceded by a low pass actuator providing at least
-12 db (75x) attenuation at the resonant frequency of the second
mode relative to the resonant frequency of the first.
Categories (i)-(iv) will test points (i) and (iii) of the preceding section.
Categories (v) and (vi) will test point (ii). 	 All of the categories will
test point (iv).
Consider, for the first four categories, controlling a stable second
i
I	 111 .2
order plant with transfer function
Y(^ - b	 c(b+e)z - (ba2+ca1)
Utz)	 z-a 1 	-	 -a 2 	 (x-a1 (Z-a21^ (3-1)
and therefore difference equation description
y(k) - (a 1+a2 )y(k-1) - (a1a2)y(k-2)










under the assumption of a first order model for (3-1)with the objective of
following a first order model
s(k) - cr(k-1) + ds(k-1) . 	 (3-4)
Using th v projection technique of ( 1 -h)-(1-7), (3-1) can be rewritten as
x1 (k+1)	
`^1 U 
1 rx l (k)	 b u(k)
-	 I	 +	 (3-S)
x l (k+1)	 0	 a2 [x2(k)	 eL
y(k) - (1 1) Ix1(k)
2 (k)	 (3-6)
}	 where, from (1-6)-(1-7), AN - a 1 , AR
 - a2, ANR - ARN - 0, bNeN - b, and
1	 bRcR a c. Note that any proportion of c could be distributed to b  and
cR . Therefore increased c corresponds to increased spillover. Clearly
when c - b 
R 
c R - U, a first order model of (3-1) would be exact. In such
4
a case, as noted earlier, any stable adaptive control scheme would be
- a(btu) ( z_ h)
C' - p l ) O-p2) (3-12)
III. 3
successful. Also, equally apparent is the degradation of the reduced-
order control system, adaptive or not, am E beceres nonzero and the
residual mude x 2 contributrs significantly to y.
If E were zero, then control of (3-1) via





f *► - b -	 (3-9)
would convert the plant output to
y(k) - a l y(k-1) + bu(k-1) - er(k-1) + dy(k-1) . 	 (3-10)
Therefore: the model- IollowIng error
s(k) - y(k) - d[s(k-1) - y(k-1)]	 (3-11)
would decay to zero if (3-4) were stable. If L were not zero, use of
(3-7) would convert (3-1) to
v z
	
(b+c)z - (ba t+e al)
R(z) - K{Cx-a l l{z-a2 ) - f((b+e)z - (bn2+ea1)^
i
the roots of the characteristic equation of which, i.e. p  and p 2 , could
be uetermined via a root locus. Nate that f has a limited effect on the
poles of (3-12) while g can be chosen to select the U.C. gain.
Alternatively the control of (3-•1) (or (3-2)) could be chosen for
(3-5)-(3-6) as
111.4
u(k) - Kr(k) + fx I (k) ,	 (3-13)
if the reduced-o%der model state is assumed available. This assumption is
equivalent to assuming the possibility of measuring y s (k) in (1-4) in the
first reduced-order model strategy in the introduction. The control of
(3-13) can her vit;wed its v
	
r 1 state* feedback (Impractically requiring
state availability)
u(k) - gr(k) + If Oj x1(k)
X2 (k)	 (3-14)
From (3-5), (3-6), and (3-14), (3-13) converts (3-1) to
a	 0h (f 0j -1	 h
Y(r) = K (1
	 lj	 zl -	 1	 _
RW	 0	 21	
e
(b+t )z - (ba.)+s.71)
	 ( h+s. (x-ls)
(x-a l -bf ) (z-,s 2 )	 (z-q1) (z-q2)
Note that relative to (3-12) only one pole is arbitrarily shifted, since_' q2 "2'
rather than both being shifted under the root locus constraint. Note that It.
either case, (3-12) or (3-15), c can be chosen in constructing the test
examples for a particular open-loop (and closed-loop, due to pole-shifting






0.95, b - 0.065, a, - 0.2, c - 0.01, h - 0.3, c - 0.4,al
L
d-0.8
Recall that from (3-1) a l and a, arcs the open-loop plant poles, from (3-4)




q 2 are the closed-loop system polen due to output and partial state feed-
back respectively, and from (3-16) h is the open- end closed-loo system^,P 	 P Y
zero. The closed-loop migration due to various f in (3-7) and (3-13) ap-
pear in Fig. 3-1 and 3-2, respectively. Note that, since a l ' 0.77 > h > a2
and using (3-7) with f - -2.4 '>p	 (0.8)5 = 0.33 > h > p 2 - 0.17 and using
(3-13) with f = -2.3-->q i -= (0.8) 5 % 0.33 > h > q 2 - 0.2, this example falls
in category (i). Note the near equivalence of the V a from (3-7) or 0-13)
for the same objective. (Refer to Appendix A for the program listings and
tabular output of these and the following root locus plots.)
l:xamyl^e 2: a l = 0.9, b - 0.1, a 2 = 0.1, c - -0.01, h - 0.011, c - 0.7,
d - 0.65
The closed-loop rout migration due to various f in (3-7) and (3-13) appear
In Fig. 3-3 and 3-4, respectively. Note that a 5 z 0.59 > a,, > h and
d 5 ' 0.12 > a 2 > h, i.e. the dominant open-loop pole and its desired
locutlon both dominate the other open-loop singularities, but for f - -2.4
in (3-7) the second closed-loop pole p 2 = 0.13 is crossing the dominance
threshold with respect to p i - 0.65 as shown in Fig. 3-3, thereby putting
this example in category (ii). To retain the open-loop dominance the
r
partial state feedback of (3-14) in Fig. 3-4 must be used.
ExamLle 3: a l = 0.9, b - 0.08, a2 - 0.8, c - 0.02, h - 0.82, c - 1,
d=0.5
i
The closed-loop root migration iue to various output feedback f in (3-7)
r
is plotted in Fig. 3-5. Figure 3-6 shows the closed-loop roots for various
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,_pptES (Merged locus plots magnitude of complex conjugates)
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important mode for partial state feedback by either swapping the elements
of they state feedback gain vector in (3-14) or swapping the designation of
a i , b and a 2 , t results in the cl osed -loop roo t s shown in Fig. 3-7. Note
in Fig. 3-5 for f ^ - 3.8 the near-c ancellation of the slower mode while
the faster mode matches that desired. The degree of closeness of this near
cancellation is not maatLhed in either Fig. 3-6 or 3-7. Mote that in Fig.
3-6 if f is chosen as -5 tee cause q l - 0.5, use of the same f in Fig. 3-5
WOUld result in overcoanpcnsation. Neither in the open-loop plant nor for
any f placing one pole near the desired location of d - 0.5 are the
singu,arities separable as in cattg;ory (iii).
?:x<am3^le 4	 :a l - tl.4 t h - 0. 5, a., - 0. 7, a	 -0. 3, h - 0.4, c - 0. 8,
d - 0.6
The poly migration due to the output feedback f from (3-7) displays in
Fig. 3-8 the oscillatory character of the second-order poles in the
rt-glon of desired pole radius. Even partial state feedback proves un-
successful as shown in Fig. 3-9 due: to the retention of one of the poles
at its nearer unity value than the desired pole. Therefore, this example
fallb into category (iv).
Consider, for the last two example categories, digitally controlling
a stable fourth-order discrete equivalent of as continuous plant composed
of two quadratic, all-pole, modes
Y(z)	 811z + S 12	 V z + R22
_
	 (3-17)
z - al l
z - 2 12	 z - a21z (122
where the a and B are derived from the zero-order-hold equivalent
i
I . w. ,	 -> LO I ") 	 %.;,n
f ; t , JB ;"-% r , 0.
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is(z)	 d l z + d2
Z - Y lz Y2
(3-23)
11I.16
oil  + R i2	 -1 ) Z(1- s 	





a il = 2 e	 coo (w,T/1
 - { 	 (3-19)
-24iwT
a 1 -e	 (3-20)
	
fl- w T	 /-




 T/1- Zi)I	 (3-21)
(( -t, wT -{wT









where I  and Y2 can represent the discrete equivalent of desired s-plane
pole locations in terms of 4 and w and translated via conversions similar
to (3-19) and (3-20).
	 For R21 
-R 22 '  0 this objective can only be achieved if
the numerator of (3-17) is cancelled and replaced by that of (3-23). There-
fore assi,me that the numerator zero of (3-23) matches that of (3-17) with
$21 = R22 = 0 and only the poles require shifting. This converts the objective
model in (3-23) to









u(k) - 6r(k) + n 1 u(k-1) + n 2 u(k-2) + v 1 y(k-1) + v 2y(k-2) .
(3-25)
where [28]
n	 -1	 0	 0	 0
n2	 a ll	 •-1	 -811	 0	 a12-Y2
V i 




0	 01 12	 0	 12	 0
converts (3-17), with 5 21 = 5 22 ' 0 to (3-24). An algebraic, sequentially cal-
culated solution of (3-26) avoiding the matrix inversion is [3][9]
(3-27)





12	 12 11 /6 1
n2 = a li n i + Y 2 - 011 % i - 01 12
v 2
 = 




If 521 or 522 0 0 and (3-25) Is used on (3-17) then
T
 z	 TI., Z 
-2
d
)I - I 	 _ _ 	 [Y ( z ) /U ( z )   Y(z)
_--
R(z) 	








	 Z-01) + C(O Z+a ) (Z 
2 
-a Z-a
B'll z+^12 )	'21	 22	 21	 22	
., 
1	 12fl
F(z ^-Y-Y (Z2 -a I I Z-a 12 ) 
(z2_0
121Z-0122)
- ( V1	 1(Z+'^ ) B 11 Z+O 12 ) (Z 
2 
-a21 Z-a22 + C(O 21 z+O 22 Xz 2_U Z-a 12 )- 12	 11 
4	 3	 2	 1	 0	 (3-31)
a 6 z 6 + a 5 z 5 + a 4 z 4
 + a 3 z 3 + a 2 z 





b5 - a(Bll + x 21 )	 (3-32)
b4 - d(-6 11 `"21 + 6 12 - $ 21 °` 11 + $22 )	 ( 3-33)
b 3 = 
d(-$
11"22 - 6 12 (1 21	 6 21 (1 12 - 622(111)
	
( 3-34)
b2 = A(-$ 12a22	 622«,2)	 (3-35)
b 1 = b0	 	 (3-36)
.1 6 = 1	 ( 3-37)
a 5
 = x:I - all - n1
	
(3-38)
a 4 = -(x22 + a11`x21 - `x12 + n 1 a21 + mall - 2- v 1 K 11 - v1621
(3-39)
i
	 a3 = a ll a 22 + a 12a21 + n 1 a22	 n l a lla2l + n 1 a 12 + n 2a21 + n2all
r v 1 6 11a21 - v 1 612 +v1 6 21a 11	 v 1 6 22 - v2 $ 11 - V.,	 (3-40)
ay	 (1 12(1 22 	 n 1 11 (1 22	 n la 12a 21 + n 2a 22 - n2a11"'21 + n2a12
+ v 1 6 11 a22 + v 1 6 12a21 + %; 021x12 + v1622a11
+ 
v 2 6 11a 21	 v 2 6 12 + v2 6 21a 11 - v2 6 22	 (3-41)
`l 1 = -n 1 a 12al l	 n 2 a 11 `x 22	 n 2a 12 a21 + v 1 6 12a22 + %,822`12
+ v 2 a 11a22 + v2 a 12a21 +  2 6 21a12 + v2a22a11	 (3-42)
a0 = 
-n 2a12 `x 22 + v,6 12a 22 + v2622a12 .	 ( 3-43)
II1.19
Note that ' (z)- ha s the mama numerator as ^^^ -. (See Appendix B for theRW
supporting algebra and simulated check for (3-31)-(3-43) for the fol-
lowing example.)
I:xam^ile. 5:	 T	 G.5, a l = 1, a 2 	41 = 0. 2, u^ l = 0. 5, 4 2 	0.02,
w2 	 5, d = 0.5 0 y l = 1.687, Y 2 r -0.741.
Tile plant in (3-17) resulting from this parameterization has the pole-
zero pattern shown in Fig. 3- 10. Note ^ I w I T = 0 . 05, i.e. both modes
have the same settling time and are therefore not separable on a time
basis. However, they are clearly separable on a frequency basis. The
c i s w i , and T were cho sen Lo avoid alianing, retain frequency separability,
and model the lightly damped situation of flexible spacecraft 13](101.
Further, note that the low Irequency mode has a DC gain wiairh is 100 times
that of the high frequency mode. Attempting to increase the damping ratio by a
factor of three to 0.6	 for the low frequency mode (and therefore third tine sett-
ling	 time with W unch,111ge'l)	 to acis to	 tale stated objective, which from (3-26)
I	 or (3-27)-(3-30) yield~ the iollowing controller parameterization for
(3-25): d = 0.5, n l	-0.159, cat	-0.0715, v i	-0.475, and v 2 = 0.556.
Factorization of (3-31), where 1) 5 = 0.952, b 4	1.188, 1) 3 = 1.128,
b., =	 U.83, b i = b0 = 0, a 6 R 1, a 5 = -0.164,	 a 4 = -0.891,	 a 3 = -0.466,
= 0.676, a l = 0,0625,	 and a0 = -0.0338 from (3-32)-(3-43), yields the
pole-zero constellation in Fig. 'i-11. (See Appendix C for the factoriza-
tion and plotting routines cased.) Note the closed-loop retention of
frequeney separability. Simply changing a 2 to 10, thereby reducing the

















and -0.762 + j0.570 unaltered but chanRex the zeros from -0.960 and -0.144
+ JU.942 to -0.959 and 0.675 ± j0.671. Since X 2 does not affect the cal-
culation of a Ij or Blj in (3-19)-(3-22), the n  and v i selected in (3-27)-
(3-30) will be the same. However, this control law results in an unstable
system. (See Appendix C.) Therefore observation spillover can be seen to
destabilise an otherwise stables system if neglected in reduced-order con-
troller design.
The addition of a low-pass actuator in controlling ( 3-17) would occur
in the feedback loop after the dynamic output feedback clement of (3-23)
(with t5 - 1), if the reference signal were considered an uncba surable
disturbance. However the scaling of r in (3-25) suggests Z command signal
designation of r. Therefore the actuator would precede.' the plant in the
forward path. A remza to ins; question centers on the availability of the
.actuator output for -ontrol and identification. Tine three meaningful
posrsibilities are diagrammed in Fig. 3-12a-c, where tiara identifier feedH
back they parameterization of the plant for adaptive controller parameteriza-
tion. Retention of the controller dynamics from (3-25) suggests usage
of a or c. Tice frequency limited identification concept of "fact" (ii)
In the preceding section Implicit in example category (vi) prompts usage
of b or c. Therefore c, if physically feasible, appears to be the prime
candidate. However a is the most reasonable if the actuator models a
physical limitation rather than a control logic device.
For the simple low-mass actuator model in [151 the zero-order -hold
equivalent is [291 
s7














(it) Actuator Incorporated in slant





(b) Actuator Inooip gated in Controller
	
r --+^ inn t r^ l 1 o r	 V9 ----	 actuator E----.---y	 Pla1tt^
	 y
identifier
(c) Actuator as Separable Element






u(k+l) - e- "T u(k) a %1 - e- 'iT) u(k)C
where from (3-25) for fig. 3-12a and c
u^ (k) - Ar(k) + n l u ,, (k-1)
 + ri,ut (k-2) + v 1 y(k -1)
 + \`y(k-2)
(3-46)
and for Fig. 3-12b
u'k) - 6r(k) •+ n l u(k-1) + n,u(k-2) + v 1 y(k-1) + v2y(k-2),
(3-4])
Applying (3-45)-(3-46) to (3-li) with the controller parattietvrixation
arfHing from e.g. (3-27)-(3-3U), i.v. the reduced-order controller ignoring
the actuator incluxion, yields the following overall tranxfer function
(.t:+ shown in Appendix It)
1)	 ,!
Y(Z)	 q 5 z + %1 4 1 + q lz. 4 q,z ` + q I z + q0
____- -- - - - -	 (1-48)
z + l , h .. +p 5 x +1^ 4 r +p 3z +p,""+I,1^
+1'(l
where
q5	 ^(1 - e'	 )(r ll + e,, 1 )	 (3-49)
(1,4
	 6C1 - r^)(-S
11 ,1	 + t^	 - t^'1a11
	
2)	 (.3-50)21	 12
q3	 ^^ (1 - e-i3T) (-511"22 - 512a21 - a21 a12 - 6-))"11
	
(3-51)
q 2 . 6(1 - e-,3)(-5 1'2 `A 22 	 522a12)	 (3-52)
q l = q0 = 0	 (3-53)
`	 p6 = -
e'
-oT 











py	 -e-uT(-a22 + a II a21 - a 12 + n l"21 + n I ix 11 	n2 ) + all"22




n I a 11 a21 + n I a12 + n2a21 + n2a11
- e-oT )	 (3-56)
12a21 +n I a 22	 nIa11'21 +n I a 12  +n2a21 +n 2 a 11)
+ a U01i - - Y] 1'22 - "1'12"21 + n 2av2 - n 2a 11 a 21 + n2a12
- 
v  
(-e 11 a 21 i t; " + 13 lz - S nap) (1 - ^-aT)
(3-57)
P,	
^T(``t^`1 	 `l c ll II ) -
 n l^` I2a21 + n :'''"	 ' 1 Ct	 a12 + n2al?)
^z1 e l2 ,z^,_ -	 ,i t 1`i .I) - Tl 2"'	 Cx1 1 + v ( '^l I":^ + t 12LX21
+ t3, I fx 12 + e, 2 ,x I1 0 - e-oT) - v2(- ^11`^2I + 8 22 +X12
r 21 `^ I I (I - t' `TT )	 (3-58)
p l	 `^-uT(T'1^"i2`^22 + n 2 `^11 a 	+ n ,a 12a21 ) - n2'12'22
+ ^,(8 11 Cx + 6 12'21 + "21'12 + 822aI1)(I - e-oT)
+ v1 (0A ) l + t'22aI2)(1 - e
-aT)	 (3-59)12
po R e-uTr, Cj x ^1 + v (1 - e-°fi) (8 12a27 + 6 21 ` 12?	 (32- 60)
Similarly the overall trnnsfer function resulting from application of
(3-45) and t3-47) to (3-12) is
t
1I1.26
Y(z)	 g s x 5 + g4 x4 + g 3z 3 + g 2 x2 + q l s + q0
R(z)	 7 + 1^^z6 + psz 5 + p4x4 
+ P3 
z 3 + P2 z2 + pI + 0
z	 p
where the q i arc- cox in (3-49)-(3-53) and
-oTP6 • - a21 - a ll - c (3-62)
I'S	 " '`22 + i t l `1 ' 1	
a12 + e-oT(,=21 
+a ll ) - n l (1 - V` T )
(3-63)
I '4	 11 1„`.2 + `xlln2l	 `'- 1T(-a22 + 	 t 1 `121 ” ` 12)






• al i jsiF^ - i. . 1 (al l z.'2 + 1 1: `: 1 ) - n l (1 - e
-`1.. ) (-,r22	 11+`x` 21
- ,t i .) - ta_(1 - c•+`'3)i-t11 -- ,x 11 i - v l lI - e-, 1j(-^'1!"21
+ r„ + t`1: - 4 21 1 11 ) - v.,Ci - E•T)(N Tl + ri1I )	 (3-65)
"oT ^	 a, ) - •, l ll -
	 )(tx11^Y.,2 + `x12"411)
I1
s^.,(1 - -'`T ► (-a +'x44 a) + v 0 - (.,-,,T )(a2 2 	 11 1) 1	 12	 1	 11a 22





pi	 -n l (1 - N oT)et a22 - n 2 (1 - o aT) ((% a22 + rr 12a21 )12
+ v. (1 - e `f3 ) (t; 11 a	 + g a	 + R a	 + t{ a )
.?	 22	 12 21	 21 12	 22 11
+ v1 (l " 
r
-oTi 
(R 12a22 + t;''2a12)	 (3-67)




ExamplQ 6: T	 0.5, 1 1 w i, A2 « 11






0.89 2b.S1'	 (3-69)H(et)	 0.5 + r	 1^12L2k.. J`
^, • U. 51	
--
and





11it • rrtore, xfa ► cc [ 30, 1+. 3871	
r	 n
• w Al -- 2` t,2 , 4 
n 
for C	 0.2, the
actuator provides :'0 log f- 	 - 13 db magnitude a ttenuati on of thet 0.2t y f
frt, tlut,ncy response at the reiionance of the high frequency mode versus
the rt-sonanec of the low frequency made in Example 5. Tlerefore Fxatmple 6
falls into category (vi). Note that z - c
-'IT 
= 0.61 • c-541wlT ..
cA 5t, ` ir2T - (
. 95')	 0.78. However, the pule-shifting desired is to a
radius of 0.861. Therefore the closed-loop transient effect of the
actuator on the low frequency mode is expected to be appreciable but
po .;sibly toler.thlc. Iespite the unity DC gain of H(z), its effect on
the pole-shift ing
 
will also alter the step response tracking accuracy.
These effects ary quantitied in lable 3-1. Note that, for each actuator
conf iguration, as k, increases the controlled system exhibits Instabi lity
as one or more of the elosed-loop poles moves outside the unit circle; but the
range of ^, remaining stabilit y is increased by e:nch actuator .-onfiguration
relative to (3-61). (nie factorization scheme used is the same as that in
Appendix C. See ,Appendix E for details.)
Table 3-2 sunm%arizos the six exnmplex that will he used to meet the
ob ,je2tives3 of the preceding section. The next section presents the adaptive
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IT1 .29
Exa^ Plant* plant actuator actuator	 desired desired
pules
*
zero(s) DC gain pole* DC gain
	 pole(s) * DC gain
1 0.95,0.2 (	 0.3 1.31 - - 0.8 2
2 0.9,0.1 01011 0.99 - - 0.65 2
3 0.9,0.8 0.32 0.9 - - 0.5 2
4 0.9,0.7 0.4 4.0 - - 0.6 2
0.923*j0.231 -0.960
4.04 - - 0.844--+j0.171 2.21
5 -0.762+j0.570 -0.144tJ0.942
0.923{j0.231 -0.960
6 0.844 ± ,j 0.171 2,21
-G.762 +_j0.570 0.144±JO.942 4.04 0.607 1
* Z.11 zsingularities are z-plane equivalents
TABLE 3-2: Examples Summary.
IV.1
IV. ADAPTIVE CONTROL ALGORITHMS
Presently, adaptive control schemes can be categorized by the
following characteristics: (i) basis for parameter update scheme via
gradient (G) search procedures or stability (S) theory analysis,
(ii) formulation of parameter estimate error as equation (F) or output
(0) error, and (iii) designation of parameters to be identified as plant
parameters for indirect (I) adaptive control or as controller parameters
for direct (D) adaptive control. Of the eight combinations only seven
are presently available with GOD not yet developed. Of the remaining
seven, two p=airs are pairwise identical, GEI/SEI and GED/SED, due to the
resulting equivalence of gradient and stability based equation error
parameter estimation. The remaining five distinct classes providing
adaptive solution to the model following problems of the pry .ding
section are detailed below with appropriate source reference. The
designer selected variables of each are listed following each algorithm
{	 statement.
A reduced-order adaptive model-following problem requires specifi-
cation of it 	 feedback control law causing the output of the
plant
m_	 n
ti(k) _ I b u(k-J) +	 ai y(k-i)	 (4-1)
to asymptotically "follow" that of the stable reference model
n
s 	 _:r(k-1) +	 s(k-i)	 (4-2)
i=1
without a priori knowledge of the plant parameters a  and b  or plant
IV.2




y (k) _	 b3 u(k-J) + I a i y(k-i),	 (4-3)
	J u l 	 iftl
where m >m and n > n. Only if M - m, n - n, b j = b 3 , and a i-a i  are the fol-
lowing solutions expected to cause y -* s. If, as in examples 5 and 6 of the
preceding, section, the mt)del of (4-2) includes zeros, which are restricted
to match those of (4-3), this converts the problem to one of adaptive pole-
shifting. Since these zeros are identified in indirect adaptive control
the pole-shifting objective presents no apparent difficulty, though no
globally convergent, even nonreduced-order, indirect adaptive pole-
shifting scheme has been proven due to sufficient excitation requirements
[30] or matrix polynomial solution singularity problems [31]. Direct
}	 adaptive controllers must assume the availability of the plant numerator
j	 coefficients, i.e. the plant zeros, r.32] or the stability of the plant
1
'	 [33] to achieve globally stable pole-shifting (or replacement). Therefore
such direct adaptive control schemes (or those requiring numerator
cancellation [17])are not presented for examples 5 and 6. These restric-
tions on direct adaptive control support the statement that presently
indirect adaptive control appears more suited to the BOAC problem
requiring pole-shifting.
The algorithms, specialized for the examples of the preceding





GEI/Sill. 1171, 1 21 1, 1221, 1341 - 1361:
e(k-1) - y(k-1) - W-1)y(k-2) - 60-100-2)
	 (4-4)
A(k) - ai(k--I) + I _---,j-  -.E 	 `	 v(k-2)e(k-1)
	 (4-5)
` h+uy (k-2)+su (k-2)









0	 h , 2	 (4-11)
h is nominally chosen as one unless such as value would cause b(k) ' 0.
Then h is chosen within the range in (4-11) such that 16(k)i
	 e = 0+.
COI 1231, 1 2 51, 1151
y(k-1) A k-1)y(k-2) + b(k-l)u(k-.) (4-12)
>(k-1) - v(k-2) + W-MA-2) (4-13)
M-1) - u(k-2) + Ok-M A-2) (4-14)
e(k-1) y(k-1)
	 - y(k-1) (4•-15)
a(k) - fa(k-1)	 + 2	 u	 2
	
10-1)e0-1) (4-16)
h 	 (k-00i (k-l)






g(k-1) s c	 (4-18)
^i(k)
f (k-1)	 d--- k)	 (4-19)
8(k)
Designer-selected variable restrictions:
u > 0 and small	 (4-20)
p	 0 and small	 (4-21)
0	 h < 2	 (4-22)
4	 h is nominally chosen as one unless such a value would cause b(k) = 0.
Then h is chosen within the range in (4-22) such that 1b(k) j
	 04'.
50I: [8], [24), [35]:




	 y(k-1) + q(y(k-2) - z(k-2)j
	 (4-24)
h + uz 2 (k-2) + pu2(k-2)
a(k) a a(k-1) + uz(k-2)v(k-1)
	 (4-25)
b(k) - b(k-1) + pu(k-2)v(k-1)
	 (4-26)











Re 1^z 1 - > 0
	
Y j z j- 1	 (4-32)
1-a1z 1
q can be chosen as zero for any stable a 1 and (4-32) will be satisfied.
1 < h < 2	 (4-33)
h is nominally chosen as one unless such a value would cause b(k) = 0.
Then h is chosen within the range in (4-33) such that (b(k)l > _E z 0
GEL/SED [17)[37):
v(k-1) - cr(k-2) + d y(k-2) - y(k-1) 	 (4-34)
g(k-1) - g(k-2) + - pr(k-2)v(k-l)	 (4-35)
h[l+uy2(k-2)+pu2(k-2))
f(k-1)	 f(k-2) +	 '^,y(k-2)v(k-1)
h[l+uy2 (k-2)+pu2 (k-2))	 (4-36)
Designer-selected variable restrictions
u > 0	 (4-37)
p > 0	 (4-38)
Ih) > (bi and sgn(h - sgn(b)	 (4-39)
2
SOD [17]-[20]:
b(k-1) - rr2 (k-2) + uy2 (k-2)	 L4-40)
Y(k-1) - (d+q)hE(k-2)v(k-2) + dy(k-2)	 (4-41)
v(k-1) _ (1+h8(k-1))-l{s(k-1)-y(k-1)+q[s(k-2)-y(k-2)1-y(k-1)}
(4-42)
g(k-1) = g(k-2) + E,r(k-2)v(k-1) 	 (4-43)
?(k-1) = f(k-2) + ,iy(k-2)v(k-1)	 (4-44)
IV.6
Designer-selected variable restrictions:
JA > 0	 (4-45)
P	 0	 (4-46)
jhj	 JbI and sgn ( h)	 sgn (b) 	 (4-47)
Re l+qz 1
1-fz
This last condition is easily satisfied by q - -d, which should equate SOD
to GENSED [18).
Each of the preceding, schemts(4-4) - (4-48) provides g(k-1) and f(k-1)
for
u(k-1) - g(k-1)r(k-1) + f(k-1)y(k-1) 	 (4-49)
for application to (3-2) and generation of y(k). Then these recursions
are repeated.
For Examples 5 and 6:
GEI/SEI:
e(k-1) - y(k-1)	 :cl(k-1)v(k-2) - a1(k-2)y(k-3)
-- B 1 (k-1)u(k-2)	 ^k-2)u(k-3)	 (4-50)
v(k-1)	 e(k-1)/[h+p ly 2 (k-2) + u 2y 2 (k-3) + p lu2 (k-2) + r^u2(k-3))
(4-51)
cxl(k) ,s a1 (k-1) + U l v(k-1)y(k-2)	 (4-52)
a 2 (k) - a2 (k-1)+ 1A 2v(k-1)y(k-3)	 (4-53)
a l (k)- a 1 (k-1) + p lv(k-1)u(k-2)	 (4-54)
0 2 (k)	 B, (k-1) + o 2v(k-1)u(k-3)	 (4-55)
i	 IV.7
Designer-selected variable restrictions:
u l	 0	 (4-56)
u 2	 0	 (4-57)
P I	 0	 (4-58)
P2 ? 0	 (4-59)
0 < h < 2	 (4-60)
h is nominally chosen as one unless such a value would cause 8 2 (k) = 0 or
a I (k)a 1 (k) + 6 2 (k) - a2(k)B 1 W /^2(k) : 0. Then h is chosen within the
range in (4-60) such that the absolute value of both terms
	 E = 0+.
GOI:
y(k-1)	 1(k-i)y(k-1) + a 2 (k-1)y(k-2) + A 1 (k-1)u(k-2) + A2(k-1)u(k-3)
(4-61)
a I (k-1) - y(k-2) + a I (k-1) A I (k-2) + a 2 (k-1) X I (k-3)	 (4-62)
k (k-1) - y(k-3) + cz l (k-1)k 2 (k-2) + +x 2 (k-1)a 2 (k-3)	 (4-63)
r I (k-1) = u(k-2) + a I (k-1) Y I (k-2) + a 2 (k-1) y 1 (k-3)	 (4-64)
Y 2 (k-1) - u(k•-3) + a 1 (k-1) Y 2 (k-2) + . x 2 (k-1) Y 2 (k-3)	 (4-65)
v(k-1) _ [y(k-1) - y(k-1)]/[h +2 (k-1) + u2 a 2 (k-1)
+ pl)2 (k-1) + 
,- ,1 2 (k-1)]	 (4-66)
a 1 (k)- a, (k-1) + u lv(k-I)X (k-1)	 (4-67)
a2 (k) - a 2 (k-1) + u 2v(k-1)A 2 (k-1)	 (4-68)
^1 (k) - R l (k-1) + p 1v(k-1)Y 1 (k-1)	 (4-69)
^ 2 (k) - a^ 2 (k-1) + p2v(k-l)Y.,(k-1)	 (4-70)
IV.8
Designer-selected variable restrictions:
11 1 > 0 and small (4-71)
11 2 0 and small (4-72)
p1 > 0 and sell (4-73)
v., 0 and small 4-74)
0 < h < 2 (4-75)
h is nominally chosen as one unless such a value would cause P, 2 (k) = 0 or
t' I (k)a 1 (k) + A 2 (k)	 2(k)^I (k)le' 2 (k) = 0. Than h is chosen within the
range of (4-75) such that the absolute value of both terms - E = 0+.
Sol:
y(k-1)	 cs1(k-1)z(k-2) + a 2 (k-1)z(k-3) + 8 1 (k-1)u(k-2) + 02(k-l)u(k-3)
(4-76)
{y(k-1)- Y( k-1)+91jy(k-2)-z(k-2)1+g2[y(k-3)-z(k-3)11
v(k-1) _	 ,	 .,	 2	 2	 (4-77)
ili+^: I z (k-2)+u2z"(k-3)+p l u (k-2)+p 2u (k-3))
x^(k)
	 _ !Y I (k-1)	 + i. Iv(k-1)z(k-2) (4-78)
a 2 (k) a.,(k-1) + P.,v(k-1)z(k-3)4 (4-79)
8 1 (k) = ci 2 (k-1) + p I v(k-1)u(k-2)	 (4-80)
e 2 (k) = 9,,(k-1) + p jv(k-1)u(k-3)	 (4-81)
z(k-1) =«1(k)z(k-2) +,ti,,(k)z(k-3) +t l (k)u(k- ) +^2(k)u(k-3)
	 (4-82)
Designer-selected variable restrictions:
u 1 > 0	 (4-83)
u 2 > 0	 (4-84)
P 1 > 0	 (4-85)
P 2 > 0	 (4-86)
i
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	 v (Z(K 1	 (4-137)
1 - a 11 z 	 - a12x
q l could be chosen as -0.98 and q., as zero for the rapidly sampled
examples 5 and h and (4-87) would be satisfied.
I ; la	 (4-88)
li is nominally chosen as one unlotisa such a value would c:a yse e 2 (k)	 0 or
.4 1 (k)a I (k) + h' 2 (k) - a,(k) ti l`  (k)/.^,(k) = 0. Then h is chuNen within the
range of (4-88) such that the absolute value of both terms
	 c = 0+.
Each of thr last three algorithms in (4-50)-(4-8H) provides a l (k),
fx.,(k), t, M(	 r2(k) for user in (refer to (3-21)-(3-30)).
I s l (k-1)
 - 7 1 - a i (k)	 (4-89)







( y l (k) a I (k)+e 2 (k)-a 2 (W 1 (k)/61(k)l
(4- 9n)




for parameterization  of
u(k-1) a 6r(k-1) + 1 1 1 (k-1)u(k-2) + n2(k-1)u(k-3)
+ V (k-1)y(k-2) + %-,,(k-1)y(k-1) 	 (4-93)
tor application to the difference equation repres ont.at ion 1 1 (3-17)
y ( k) 21 + tx ll )^ (k-1) + ( x L2 - .x 11 "`21 + "1L)y(k-2)
- (xll`a2^, + ^`12"21)y(k-3) - a12`a22y(k-s)
+(6 11 + ^, 1 )u(k-1) - (;^ ll :x V1 - 612 + 21 (t 11 - Bz.y)u(k-2)
- 6 11x22 + 6 12 `x21 + ti, 1 `a 12 + F22"11)u(k-3)
- 
(tz12 x
"''' + r 4 :'x t2 )u(k-4)	 (4-94)
!	 IV. 10
generating y(k). Mote that all of the preceding schows in (4-4)-(4-93)
I
use the current information as efficiently as possible and therefore
result in causal rather than strictly causal adaptive controllers (111.
(See Appendix F for programs of each of these controllers.)
v.1
V. TEST FORMATS
Having specified the non-adaptive &ad adaptive control strategies
and objectives the remaining items to be selected for the testing of the
guidelines in the second section are the reference inputs, adaption step-
size constants, parameter estimate initializations, and performance
measures.
Selection of the reference signal is important for two reasons:
richness and magnitude. The magnitude of the reference signal is important
due to the nunlinearity of the adaptive control system and therefore the
anticipated transient (at least) differences due to different signal
levels. The richness is Important because it is well-recognized [381
that a sufficient "input" richness in necessary to perturb all of the
modus of the system for their "identification." This "input" differs for
the indirect and direct approaches and the equation and output error
formulation.. For the equation error indirect approach the plant input
and output must be sufficiently rich. Since the plant is linear this
translates to it sufficient frequency content of the plant input (or control)
signal, of which the reference is only one component. The difficulty of
assuming adaptive control input richness based on reference signal rich-
ness is addressed in 1301. For the output error indirect approach the
plant input and identifier output must 1-e sufficiently rich. In an open-
loop output error identification task the identifier output richness can
be translated [391 solely to input richness necessity under the assumption
that the identifier output asymptotically converges to the plant output,
which requires sufficient identifier order absent from ROAC. For direct




recast as an open-loop identification task as in 119 1 and [371. In the
equation error case the richness rrquiresents are converted principally
to conditions on the model output to be tracked or, if generated by a
1
	
linear, timer - invariant model, to the forcing or reference signal 139].
Once regain this assumes sufficient controller order. The requirements
for output error based direct aaiaptive control, though as yet unspecified,
are assumed to be similar.






cation and assume non-reduced adaptive model order. As is well-recognized
[221 (341 1371,for a control objective complete identification may nut be
necessary. Consider the control of any order system with n single constant
output feedbat-k gain and a ref erenve.= signal gain. Tea achieve ARymptotic
convergence to a particular DC level set-point any feedback grain stabiliz-
in
g
 the system in can jun: tion with the appropriate reference gain will be
adequate. This applies readily to examples 1-4 in section three. As
noted in [401 for open-loop output error (and by implication equation
error) identification the richness of the input signal for stable reduced-
order identification its dependent on the reduced-order model dimension,
not that of the higher order plant. From a frequency response point of
view, the viewpoint promote) in [411 for reduced-order modelling, the
minimum number of sinusoids providing this richness matchets the number of
points at which the controller can specify the steady-state frequency
response. Therefore, if this reduced-order controller stabilizes the
system, asymptotically convergent steady-state control seems possible up
to the richness level of the reduced-order model. When the signal to be
tracked (or equivalently the reference signal) has a higher frequency content,
reduced-order tracking will onlv be approximate at best. The reference
t	 v. 3
signal should be chosen to test this boundary condition, with the
principal case of interest being reference signal over-richness.
Therefore the following reference signals (all zero prior to k - 0)
will be considered:
INPUT 1 (unit step input):
r 1 M - 1	 (5-1)
INPUT 2 (single low-frequency sinusoid):
r1 (k) - 2 Kin(kw2T) 	(5-2)
Note that the sample period T In assumed to be one second for examples 1-4.
Ilia f requenev :. r2 iss chosen an 201 below the desired cutoff frequency for
ex.t111111 ` x 1-4, i.e. 0.17851, 0.34443. 0.5502, and 0.40866 radianK per second,
resspvt , t iveiy, and 2U'; below the dominant natural fregt-eney for examples
5 and 0, i.e. 0.40 radian-: per isc • comd, with T - 0,5 second$,
INPUT 3 (;single high-frequency minussoid):
r (k) - 2 sink, 1) 	 (5-3)
ABaiss the sample period is assumed to be one second for examplvs 1-4. The
frvgtjvnev . 3 1.4 double the dt • sirea cutoff for examples 1-4, I.e. respective-
ly 0.44tQ9, 0.86157, 1.38629, .snd 1.02170, and double thc= dominant natural
frequency for examples 5 and 6, i.e. 1.00, with T - 0.5 second;.,
INPUT 4 (non-zero mean, uniform, white noise):
r4 (k,) t 1-0-5,1- S ]	 (5-4)
This is clearly the over-rich input of most interest.
Since the rate of convergence and parameter estimate variance near
convergence are commonly acknowledged as being affected by the adaptive





SS  - 1.
ui -Pi - 
1
	 (5-.S',
SS 2 - 0.1:
u i - p 3 - 0.1.	 (5-6)
Given the approximate nature of the gradient formulas for GOI embodied in the
required u and p smallness noted in (4-20)-(4-21) and (4-71)-(4-14) the u acrd p
of (5-5) may lead to unstable behavior for C;01 while (5-6) :should prove more
satisfacLory. (Note that h in the normalizing term of all of the algorithms
is selected as unity).
For output error type algorithms such as SOI and SOD the error
smoothing coefficients q in (4-24), (4-47), and (4-77) are to be selected
in satisfaction of (4-32), (4-48), and (4-b7), respectively. As noted in
[42] selection of these q to make (4-32), (4-48), and (4-87) equal unity
does not offer tht, most rapid convergence. Furthermore, in a reduced-
order application these q can influence the mean convergence paint. Such
factors may be used to advantage in (4-48) where f is known a priori, but
In (4-32) and (4-87) the strictly positive real (SPR) condition is dependent
on unknown p1nnt parameters. 'Therefore several values will be tested. They
are sunurzarized in Table 5-1.
Since only Local convergence is currently anticipated three settings
of the initial plant (and therefore controller) parameter estimates (EST)
will be considered corresponding to the nominal values from control design
based on neglecting the second mode (i.e. e = 0 for examples 1-4 and a 2 - 0
for examples 5 and 6) and ± 20% of these val ,aes. These values are summar-
izer) in Table 5-2. The controller parameter initializations for the direct
schemes are based on the corresponding plant parameter initializations and
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TABLE 5-2: Paromo,r Estimate Initial loztIons.
fI	 V.7
1	
(3-8) and ( 3-9) for examples 1-4 and (3-27)-(3-30) for examples 5 and 6.
Nnte the instability of the EST - + 20% initializations.
Since the control objective of all of the examples in section 3 is
model-following, the tracking error is the principal performance measure.
For the expectation of asymptotic tracking, the figures of merit should
be divisible into short and long term quantities. The mean and variance
of they tracking errors should be normalized and tabulated for comparison
among the examples and between the fixed and adaptive contro' schemes.
Similarly the input cost and controller (and plant, for indirect schemes)
parameter estimates should be observed. Therefore the following quantities
will be tabulated at k  - 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500, and 1000
iterations.
Instantaneous desired output:
IDO (k) = s (k)
	 (5-7)
Instantaneous controlled output:
`	 IO(k) - y(k)	 (5-8)
Normalized instantaneous tracking error:
NITE(k) - (s(k) - y(k))	 (5-9)
s (k)





NITE( ,j )	 (5-10)
l k i - k i-1 Jj k1-1+1












(Note that n is k  - k 1-1 minus the number of times s (k) - 10-3 , which
are excluded due to (5-9). If NSTL•'V is negative due to round-off, it
is print ed as zero.)




k i - k l-1	 i-ki-l4.1




1 	 ^'	 f (k)
	 (5-13)i	 i-1 J .3'kt-1+1
(Similarly for g, a, b, ,t, r, v, and n.)
Segmented controller parameter estimate variance for g
ki
(k i "1kl-1) (k i - k
	
 
i-1i - 1- 11	





(Similarly for g, a, b, i t e, v, and n.)
These quantities are tabulated for each of the combinations of example,
adaptive controt algorithm, reference input, step-:size weights, error
Smoothing coefficients (if necessary), and parameter estimate initiali-
zation.	 (Sve Appendix F for listings of the programs ooml•ilinyt these









snit. S ize Coeff uration
nonadaptive all 4 FST - 0 zero - - 4
GEI/SFl	 (1) all	 4 all	 3 both - - 24
Gc)1	 (2) all	 4 all	 'I both -
-24
1 Sol	 (3) all
	
4 all	 i both all
	
3 - 72
GED/SFD (4) all	 4 all
	
3 but11 - - 24
SUD (5) call	 4 all	 3 both all	 3 - 72
nonadaptive all	 4 EST = 0 zero - - 4
GEI/SFI
	 (1) all 4 EST - 0 SSl - - 4
GUI
	
(2) all	 4 EST = 0 SS1 - - 4
2 Sol
	 (3) all 4 EST - 0 SS1 SCO - 4
GED/SED (4) all 4 EST - 0 SS l - - 4
--
SOD (5) all 4 EST - 0 SS 1 SCO - 4
nonadapt ive all 4 EST - 0 zero - - 4
GEE /SEl	 (1) all	 4 I:ST - 0 SS1 - - 4
(DUI
	
(2) all	 4 EST = 0 SSl - - 4
3 Sl)1
	 (3) '111	 4 FS  - 0 I's SCO - 4
GI:1)/sr:11	 (^^ al 	 4 I:ST ^ n ss l - - 4
Sol)	 (5) all	 4 EST - 0 SS1 SCU - 4
nonadnpt ive _ 1111	 4 xo-aro " :
4
EST	 p'
(1111/SEI	 (1) ill  4 x111
	 3 hoth - - 24
t:lI





3 both all	 3 - 72
GED/SFD (4) all 4 all
	 3 both - - 24
Sol)
	 (5) all 4 all	 3 both all	 3 - 72 
_ ^ __ .^^_




4 all	 3 both - - 24
5 GUI	 (2) all	 4 all	 3 both - - 24
SUI	 (3) all 4 all 3 both All 3 - 72
nonadaptive all 4 all	 :3 zero - ig.12a&b 24
(=E1/SE1	 (1) all	 4 all 3 both - all	 3 72
b GUI	 (2) all 4 all	 3 both - all	 3 72
SO1	 (3) all 4 all
	 3 both all	 3 all	 3 216
1008
TABLE 5-3; Tested Combinational.
V1.1
Vl. RESULTS
Due to the number (1008) of printouts for the examples shown in
Table 5-3 the tabulated results are under separate cover. (Secs Appendix F
for pert iuent program listings.) The next section provides an evaluation
of thus a numc• r ic.al results.
V11.1
VII. TEST RESULTS INTERPRETATIONS
Refer to section 2 for the statement of the ob_jertives of this
study. The four questicxas raised in than section will be addressed
In this section with respect to the simulations of Section 6.
QUESTION (1) :
Are heavily damped open-loop nacsdes negIvet.able relative to more
lightly damped mudrs? In particular:
a) Are the accepted criteria for neglecting modes, baaPsvd tin
relative damping, realistic for the examples conesidere • d here
in a fixed (non- adaptive) reduced-order controller?
b) For these examples, haw dt. the vartoues adaptive control
eachrmvs l area under they reduced order modeling "rulvs"
concerning relative damping? More specific questions might
be: Do the reduced-order adaptive control systemab remain
stable? Can the adaptive mechanism compensate for mis-
modeling to yield improved performance over non-adaptive
(modal) controllers of the same order?
In example 1, the open loop and closed loop modes are separable
based tin the accepted criteria for relative damping, so the good closed-
loop (non-adaapeive) reduced-order performance was to be expected
(despite the fact that in this example and all the others the reduced-order
modal model was based strictly can the partial fraction expansion term
without DC gain correction). Fxnmple 2 represents a marginally separable
system in closed loop, yet the (nun-adaptive) reduced-order controller
traacRing errors are only slightly worse than in example I. 'this Indicates
that, for these examples, this boundary between separable and inseparable
VII.2
modes is reasonable but fuzzy (as expected).
Example 3 possesses neither closed loop nor open loop separability,
but sa pole-zero near-c-incellation should leave one mode dominating, the
system bahavior. As shtwn in the stmulat ion, t l, e reduced-order
lnatdeling cause•sa significant errors. This is presumably due to the relative
closeness of the "cancelled" pole to the unit rircle< compared to the
"domillant" pule. Smill errorn in cancellation In this erase may have
large effects t»t system behavior and the performance of reduced-circler
t ont ro I.
i'he approximat:lon of a pair of complex pules by a simple real
axis pole ias studied in example 4. Here, no first order aasodel can be found
to clost > l y represt-tit this second order :system, and considerable deagrad-
:at lon in portoinwat-v by re.luced order coo;,trol should be expected. Tile
sltrul.at ions show this to lit- true; the ssto ady state tracking errors are
sst gni f ic.aut .
tit the five .adaptive control algorithms, all but the second one,
tile gradIt'llt --otitptit -vrror- ludiroot (Gol) scht'mv. were s-table. 	 Ill v%ample tint',
whit'll has the most accurate reduced order model, a larger slumber of test
combilnations tut input:t, step sizes, and Initial parameter estimatt'ss
produce stabl y responses than the other examples. Even at), the only
consistent results were for zero Initial parameter error (with respect to the
extracted modal model) and the step and random inputs. In ticese cases, the
step response is improved over the non-adaptive case to essentially zero
:steady state error, while the .random input causes a stable yet more widely
ranging response. The other four adaptive algorithms produced essentially
equivalent responses for most inputs, step sizes and smoothing coefficients.








most run g , the random input ca ge being consistently faster. Also, t1,e
	 j
error between the desired and actual outputs alw+aym resultNd in im-
provement over the non-adaptive output error. Some minor differences
in responses were:
• Example 3 usually responded f:.:.ter, due to the dominant pole
being, more highly damped.
• Algorithm 5 (stahiaity-output-P , ,or-ciirect, SOD) prod red
consistently smaller steady sta f r output tracking errors.
• Smaller step sizes improved the steady state tracking error
variance, but lengthened convergence times.
• The sm<)othing coefficient SC- in algorithm 3 produced more
accurate steady estate tracking than the other smoothing
coc. f f icients.
• The adaptive parameter estimates have higher variances for
example 2 than example 1 indicating; more active searching due
to the marginal dominance of the desired reduced-order
objective in the problem setup.
Except for the GOI algorithm (#2), all adaptive schemes provided
improved output tracking of desired models over non-adaptive control
in examples 1-4. This is the result of the adaptive algorithms in-
clination to select some controller parameterization to "better tit"
some control objective. In the indirect algorithms, the identified
plant often has parameters that do not match either those of the actual
plant or those of the assumed reduced order (modal) model. These effects
are explored further in the discussion of the third question, on choosing
I
the "best" reduced order model.
V11.4
QUESTION (ii);
If actuator dynamics are Included in the system such th•ct the
residual erodes have frequencies within the stop band of the actuator
frequency response, does improved reduced-order control result?
Lxamples 5 and b were used to test the effects of actuator in-
elusion. Example 5 included no actuator dvnamiem and was tec• ete to be
unstable for a large number of runs, particularly those with initial
parameter estimate errors relative to the dominant mode. Fxamiale h
Included the three actuator configurations shown in Figure 3-12, where
actuator configuration 
4 
in the simulationsy corresponded 0 1 .arauaator
(n) in the Iigure, I to (h), -it id 4 to (t•).
In the non-,adaptive simulations, inclusion of an nctuator provided
improved tracking; for those runs of example 5 that were eatable hased on the
reduced-order mota.al model. 	 For the fixed (initial) rt-tLit • ed order nitidel
parameter estimates that resulted in an unstable coaatrol, system, actuator
hicluslon generally did not provide stability. Actuator s-onfiguratIons
2 and 4 provided up to an order of magnitude improvement in tracking
compared to 3 and 1 (no actuator), which were similar in response.
Under adalption, the most improvement was obtained, conversely,
by including an actuator as in configuration 3. This arrangement
produced stable simulations for all but a few runs, where the output
was apparently unstable but still bounded within the 1000 iterations
tested. For the stable adaptive usage of actuator configuration 3,
nearly all cases provided between I and 3 orders of magnitude improvement
In tracking error over the other thr.se actuator configurations.
Actuator arrangements 2 and 4 behaved almost identically during;
adaption under all Condit tan g . They were seen to improve the response
Z
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over that without actuator dynamics fear most runs, but occasionally their
Inclusion worsened the output tracking. The only consistent. improvement
over configuration 3 was for input 3, the high frequency sinusoid, where
an order of magnitude difference was sometimes seen.
Among the three algorithms used on examples 5 and 6, the first
WED/SE D) and third WEI) behaved essentially the same, giving the
responses discussed above. Algorithm 1 (CAI) caused unstable responses
for all combinations of inputs, step sizes, initial parameter vmtimates,
and actuator configurations.
For these examples, inclusion of a finite bandwidth Actuator
generally improved the performance of the reduced-order control. However,
there were some , comhia "at itntas of inputs, ittit i.al parameter estimates, and
adaptive step size,:: that caused poorer behavior with an actuator than
without. The -tc• tuator :arr:ansvmvnt that allowed both the plant identifier
and controller to sample th y at• tu:ator output wax clearly the best choice
for the mayority of %%ices here. This structure effectively includes
the actuator as part of the controller. Ara noted in section 3, this is
not the most phy4ically fea4ible configuration since the actuator outputs
can be inaccessible.
QVESTION (iii):
Dues=. an "optimal" reduced order controller result from retaining
the dominant modes of the plant for the reduced-order plant model, or
by choosing a model (or controller) parameterization that does not cor-
respond to plant modes but is based on matching (in some sense) a reduced
order control objective?
As phrased, the latter alternative intuitively seems "better".
This question can be answered for these examples by comparing the "zero
initial parameter estimate Error" parameters with the steady state parameters
VI1.6
in the adaptive runs. If the difference in parameters is Alight. then the
selection of the dominaant pI.ant mode for the control model would seen to be a
rtaasonable choice with respect to the adaptive parameter estimator update
criterion. If the paritwo -ter difference is considerable rand the adaptive rtspona,es
are deemed better than tht- non-adaptive ones . then a reduced order modal
bared on those parameters selected by the "behavior approximating" adaptive
algorithms would svem the better choice.
As woult. be vxpvcted, the .adaptive runs showing the greatest improvement
over the fixed controller runs were those with the largest differences in init-
ial and steady Ktat y p ar.imoters. The implication is that choosing dominant
modes: out of the set of plant modes for the reduced order model is often not ah
of
	
as choosing model "modes" hawed on some performance criterion.
gMSTIoN (iv):
Art: indirect and direct adaptive controllers equivalent and
iuterchangeable in reduced-order application?
The abmur.lity of such an expectation is undersrnred by a comparison
of the algorithms in section IV. Note that indirect schemes Involveinvo
4ivision by ostimated quantities as in. e.g., (4-7) and (4-8), but that
direct schemes do g nA. Clearl y , if the estimated quantities ever
approach zero tht resultla,g quotient is quite large. A similar mechanism
does not stem to appear in the direct algorithms. The claims of
equivalence seem to rebt oil the (linear?) transformability between the
Indirect and direct approaches in simple cases, such as inverse
or model-following control. If the algorithms are not identical then,
as clearly demonstrated by this study, the transieet differences in the
full order case translate into steady-state differences in the reduced-
order case. Unfortunately nether indirect or direct adaptive control seems
consistently superior to the other in all situations.
Vlli.1
VIII. CONCLUSION
The hulk of the data generated fromi the 1048 simtilat ionx .attests
to the difficulty of drawing definitive conclusions from such simulation
studies. This is further complicated for studies of adaptive controlleru
by the number of variables, e.g. plant parameters, control objective,
initial parameter estimates, step-size weights, error smoothing coef-
ficients. and input richness, effecting overall performance. Conclusively
examining all possibilitiom is clearly unfeasible. Even n fo,.24vd study,
such as this one with respect to the four objectives commented oil in
the pret • eding section, can only be expected to provide heavily qualified
remart.x. At best, such :a studv can only he used to test :auxi augment
the "folklore". As particular effet,tas are isolated without contradiction
further simulation :studies are in order to tvmt seemi ng gener:alli at ions.
1ha ones teat :survive closer strut itav provide guideposts for restricted
.aualvti•^al studies, that could pro,vc equall y fruitless if oot initially
Wt . 1 1- l ot , tiie d.
Tile data generated by this :study may provide a database for
jndgitig eventual conclusions of future studies. A different format,
e.g. graphical, for even the tests rein here mip.ht facilitate evaluation
o; different conclusions. The one general (tautoingicW conclusion that
seems well documented by this report is that all present adaptive control
st•hemes will fail in some reduced-order application. 'Though most of the
(stable) adaptive controllers tested seem to better the performance of
fixed modal controllers this does not present a conclusive argument for
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and p2 in ( 3-12) for Examples 1-4
p l , p29 h, and f for Example 1 (Fig. 3-1)
p i t p2, h, and f for Example 2 (Fig. 3-3)
p l , p2 , h, and f for Example 3 (Fig. 3-5)
P
1' P2' h, and f for Example 4 (Fig. 3-8)
Program determining q  and q 2 in (3-15)
for Examples 1-4
q l , 
q2, h, and f for Example 1 (Fig. 3-2)
A-8: q l , q 2 , h, and f for Example 2 (Fig. 3-4)
A-9: q l , q 2 , h, and f for Example 3 (Fig. 3-6)
A-10: q l , q2 , ;,, and f for Example 4 (Fig. 3-9)
A-11: Program determining q l - a l , q 2 = a2+ cf,
i.e.[0 f] in (3-14), for Example 3
A-12: q l , q 2 , h, and f for Example 3 (Fig. 3-7)
A-13: Sample Plot Program 	 (Fig. 3-1)
A-1
IJola	 4AiFIV91(,P-^49PALEx1009IIMtalOn
C	 k 7 L 1 :
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L`ATA B /0.()67 9 0. 90.0E9005/UU 3UO J=1 94
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F = (A1(J)*A2(J)+F2(K)*(B(J1*AZ J)+E(J)*A1(J)))GL=CMPLX(Ut0.0)
FC=cc iP X ((F J.D)ZC (1 ,)=^GCtZS6;k1 (GC#*^-4.0*F 1 1/2.0
ZC (2)=(GC-C:((;C-T (`'2C**?-4.0*F^) 1/x.0
1G1=QEALILC(?11
Z11=AI M r	 1C(111
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N1Tl3 i 500! 9F21 Sl 1
I 
CALL AXIS IU.G 9 0.(j 'FLLUbALK PAK.' t- 13 10 .0900090.1,tUTCALL GK10 IO.Ut-5.t^t1091.0t10t1.Ot-3054)Y'T*ABS(YMAX
IFIABS ( YMIN .GT.Y11 V16AS5IYMINI
YS ART*-YT
UY=YT/^* oCALL PLOT( XXX(I)/U1:YYMII/DY931
CALLUPLUTlXXX(I)/DTrYY3(I1/DYt2)CALL AXIS (t+90r-5.0 9 'PLAN PULLS AND ZEkU't20t10.0990.0tYSTART9DY
CALL NLWPEN(3
LALL PLOlIXXxl11/UT9YYl(l)/VYq3)
DO t0 I=2 N
CALL PLUTlXXXfIJ/UTqYY1(I)/DYv2)Lau PLUTIXXX(l) / DT9YYZ111/DY0)









ALL SYMBJLI-a.lbr-b.5r0.15t •PULLS • O.Oc51CALL SYMbUL(-U.15r-7.0.0.1!`v'ZERC'ra.0 4)
CALL SYMbUL(-0.5 9 -7.5r'J.15 PLAN12 YIK) (A l +A2)YIK-1l-IA1*A21Y(K-











SYMBUL ( -19.5 -b.5 0 15 :'RLSULTINI. CHAR. L4N.: Z**2 -Z *(Al+A2 +F)+A1*AZ+F*(A*AZ+t^*All .0.0.64)SYMBULt-0.59"9.090.15 9 ' PARAMETERS: A1*0.95
	 A2=092
	 B*0.0
L*0.01' 9 0.0 v)




Appendix B: Supporting Alebra for (3-31) - ( 3-43) and Simulated
Check
}	 Contents:	 p. B-1-3: Supporting; ++lgebra
B-4-5: Step response test program
e





6z2^ (Bllz+612)(x2 - a21z -0 22)  + (^1z + 622)(z2 	 all z - ai 2)^
R(z) _ (z2 
_ n l z - n2)(z
2
 - a 11 z - a12 )( z2 - a 21 - a22)
- (vlz + v2 ) 1(811z + 612)(z2 - C121  - (1 22) + (6 21z + 622) (x2 - a 11 z - a12))






















N(z) _ Sz 2 [a lz3 - 01 11121z 2 - Bll t22z+ 	 B 1 
'z2 - 6 ()L,)Iz
.
12 `122	 0 21 z ^	 (121 (16210112z
+ 
0 22 z2	 ^.'.)°1 1 z - d22U121
_ [n( o 11 + V21) 1z
5
 + [,5(-[; 11 `121 +  12 - 621"`11 + 622)1
z4
+[6( 11 1122 	B12a21	 021 x 12	 `22a11))z3
+[6(-61
22 - 0 a 12 	 z2	 (B-2)
yields (3-32) - (3-36). Define the denominator as
D(z)	 D1 (z) - D2 (z)	 (B-3)
where
D 1 (z) _ (z 2 - n 
1 
z - rj 2 )(z 2 - allz - a12 )( z 2 - a21 z - a22)	 (B-4)
and




Expanding D1 (z) yields
D1 (z) - (z2 - n 1z - n2 )(z4
 - a21z3 - a22z2 - a11z3 + a11a21z2
!	 + 
1 11 a22z2 a12z2 + u12`121z + a12a22)
_ (z2 - n 1 r. - 1 12 )[ z4 - ( `x21 + a 11 ) z 3 - ( a22 - (111a21 + a12)z2
+(Yll`A22 -4 a 12'x21 )z + 112a22I
	
= z('- (u, i t 	 11	 ..+ <: ) z5 	 ^ 2- (cx	 - 11a ^ x21 + ' 12 ) z4 + (a 11' 22
	 12
+ 11 a 21 )z3
'.	 +u ,,cx2 Z2 — n z 5 +n (a
	 +a )z4 +n ( a 	— a a	 +(x )z31L 2	 1	 1 21	 11	 1 22	 11 21
	 12
n l (a ll `x 22 + `I 't, l)z2 - ►1 1 a12`x22 z - n 2 z4 + n2 ( a2l + (I )z
+n2(`x22
	 all u2l + a12)z2 - n 2 (a ll a22 + a12a21)z - n2a12a22
	




22 + a 11a21	 a12 i n 1 a21. + n 1 a11 - n2)z4
+(a
	 -ra 2 + a l a + n a	 , a a21+ n a + n a+ n	 )z3
	
11 2..	 1^ 21	 1 2..	 1 11 	 1 12	 2 21	 a2 11
+(a a, — n a a — 11 a ,,a	 + ►1 A	 — n a a	 + n a )z2
	
12 22	 1 11 22	 1 1A. 21
	 2 22	 2 11 21	 2 12
+(-n 
ul ^ a .^2	 ►12a11LI - n2a12a21)z - n 2 ( 1 1` ( x22	 (B-6)
Expanding D 2 (z) given (B-2) yields
	
_	 2I) 4 (z) _ (v l z + v 2 ) ^ (6 11 + ^21 )z + (- 11 a21 + 6 12	 621"11 + 622)z
+(- x11'"22 - C'12a21 - $21a12 - 622'111)z





(V 0 t V 021 ) z
6
 + (-V 0 a 
+ V1012 V 021"11 + V 01 11	 1 	 1 11 21  	 1  	 1 22
3
+ v2011 + V 0 21)z  + (- "10 11"22   V a a	 V 0 21 Q
	
  
2  	 1 12 21	 1	 12
	
V 1 0 22 "11	 V 2 8 11 a 21 + v 20 12 - V2 021a11 + v` 0 22)z 
2
+ (-V 1 $12 a 22	 V1 0 22 a12 - V 2 Oil CA 22 - v 2012 a 21
-v2 021 a12 - v2 622 all)z + (-V 2B12 a 22 - v2
 
a 22 a 12^-	 (B-7)
subtracting (5-7) form ( B-6) as In (B-3) yields (3-37) - (3-43).
For example 5 the unit s tep response from zero initial conditions of
Y(z)
R(z) in (B-1) with the parameter definitions of (3-22) - (3-43) was compare6
with that of (3-17) using the control law of ( 3-25). The program listing
and outputs for this comparison complete this appendix. Note that the





tJJh	 WATFIyygKP = 2y F'A(, E = I UU TIMLslUUDIMENSION G1(2) F^42ltZLII )tW(?)tAt(?)tG?(2),FL'12 ► ,ALI.
	 IOYC1200
7ATA T/0.5/ t AL/ 1.JtI.t,/ t E/l .q /, 14T/0.2rU. U1 /^W/V.'•,t.0/ /U .5/,GM1
+/1.687/ tGMk /-Ct . iN// t{ /I. J/ t Y /'J.0 /, Y: /O.t^/ Y ilr^ . t;/,Y4/+ ./,U1/O ty
•/ t U2/J. 0/,U3/ U.(J/tv /U.0/,K 1 U . 0/,tt7 /U.0/t 3/0 * / t '4/L /,kb /0. i/,
+R b/U.0/
DO 10 I =1 ok
G^ t I)=2 *LXP( -ZL-I(I)*wlli*T)*GuSIWt II*T*54hT! 1-ZLT 111**211I I1.L6.1 All'-LIFI I EC . 2 At1 =v1 2
t,lII; r- EXP(	 *ZET ( II*W(I!*T)IFI l.t^.1 1A1^ = 1:211 ilFl1.^.1.tlA22=U11t1
F11J1-(ALIII / hll)«*21*I1-ExF(-ZETl11*wll * II*IGtSthlll*/*Sd^^tl-Z
+T11)**21)+I ILItll/,'h!A(I-ZE) ( I)**? ► i*SIN I WIII*1 * '-0-T(1-ZE	 I **2))
+11
IF(I.Et; . 1)L11-F111)IFt I.E^.t!'.'Ll =Flic1
F2tI1=IAlill / wtJl+*11*IEXF't-tETill*w 111*71*(EXPf -7tT111*wlll*1! -CC'
+SlwII
	
II-Zl^1 tJ)+* ?11+lZtl(Il /5(.kIII-Ltllil**?!I*LIN(WII)*T*
i F l I. Lv. 1 1:. 1:_ = ^..1 1 1
10	 CCNIINUF
W l ITE(o 1 15)
1 1-1FOk,tAIIilt9	 All; , Itr(
,L
' Al2•tlt'Xt ' kll',1'A t$L•1?'tl')Xt'A210,11
+X , 'A22',10^, t t^l't1C^x, ^«' •^:+XI
WrlTklr• , ^C A I 1 9 A I v-II t 0Lf • t-1 9 A	 ,L,:1,'..
:.J	 Fr'lQ V AT(//,, F 1_.6)
E TI=r-ml-All
ANUI=IE11*Al i +tt ) I *A11-412+vM? ► *iAII-Al?*t ► 11/' l ILI l/C'II A1I
	 IZ-A1
LT; =AII*E I I+uML-',I1+At.L'J-Al2
A'vl k r'-_ Teti l : /::12
4F,1TEia	 1 )
^5	 F'MkAT ( 1,\tt_••1' ) Kt'tll'91JX9*1170 , lA, I NL-IItItXt'Nt; %')
w p IT^(G, - 1);L FT 	 Tc , kP„t1ItANU2
aJ	 FL-r.MAT(//,5 Ft^ U 35 J=lteCt,
Y=(A21 + All)* YI+(A,:,:-A11 * A21+Al2) * Yt-(A11 * A22+A1?* A21)*Y3-(AI2*A22)
+*Yti+t^il + l*t,?!1*ul -- tiiil *A ? i-81?+E * ti?i*Aii -F*8221 * U2-(L'll*A22+N12*A
+11+E *k2l # A.12+t *E + 12*A 111 *U3"(Ci 12*A2c+L ►+Ci22 *Al2 1 *U4
U= L *K+E T 1 *U1+ E T A *U^ + ahUl *Yl +ANl,2*Y2
YLtJ ► =YA1) JI=U
Y4=Y3





'J I - U
? 5	 CChTINUt
35=C*( ` I I + E *`±21 1
54 = U *1-')11'*A21+E)1?-E*'171 *A 1 1+ E *Li? 2 )P3=U*f -E 11*. ^: '-F 12.*A21 - L- *E21*Al2- E *4::2*A111
ri1 = L k*t-1. 1 A <<.-r * +Ld-- *c121q 1 =0.t)
+ g^ C
M5
A *-Ai 21-All-E T1
A4^-A22 •AI1*AI1 -A1 +Ei1*A21+ET1*AIl -ET2-ANU1 * 11 11-ANU1*E*8 1A3sA11*AZZ*A1'*A c^ ^ LT1*A ^ 2I.*B41 1-^T ^A 1*A2^+E1 *A7I+C12*A21+ET *Al1+ANU*L* Bll*A21-ANUI *bl ANU1* 	 -ANU * E* 22-ANUit*1+ 11-ANU *E*621A2=A1? * A?2- 1 T1 *A ll *AP ? -ttl* A ?*A?I•ET ? * A??-#T,*AII *A21+ET2*Al2 ♦ANU
+1*811 * A 22+ANU1*812 *AEI+ANUl *E*EZI*Al2+ANU1*L*L%2.. * A11+ANU2*E 11*A21-+ANU2*5112+ANUc*E*:32 *All-ANU2* *BZ
A1 s-ET1 * Alit *AZ2-^-TI*All*A22 -tiZ*Ai2*A21+ANUI*Bl k*A2.+ANU1*E*B22*A1




















60 •FO MATIlX• YC: LUNTROLLED SYS* * 5X * *YU: LIVERALL
00 50 Lr1*200DY(L)=1 YG(L) - a(L)1**.
WK1TE(6 * 55)YC(L) YOILI DY(L)





All A14 1312	 A21
1.845669 -u•yu4:i3 7 u.1203 1 4 0.116359	 -1.523571
A22 621 L22
z	 }	 -0*904b37 O.u700 16 u. rib? 111
DEL Ell k12 NUI
	 NUZ
26900000 -0.1590bb -0o0711)L7 -0.4712t^4	 095!cbt3vcs	 IK U 	 to00 OOUMO SY S 	YU: UVLKALL 1 .F t rc-rul**2u• uuuuuu O.00OCK)O00Oy !Oib5 LoU951aS 0.0o0C((^0. 1:29498 U. 1:._'94911 0• '7000000.449 52 C ► •4490506' OOOVOOM0. 7	 99 3 7t^^• (3. (^ Of ► n{!01.269010 1.20901
993
OOODUO(!U11.50 9 712 1.509 711 000 ,)QoOf)1. 7249bf{ I OZ 49bt U•OCOOM
1
• 94V12 1.940311 0.000000
* 073265 .0731 e+3 (4000(>Oni i 3 9 52 00000000M	 .	 O;,1t32 Z.3'J51 t11 000UQODU2.35t>454 7.35b45 1) () . nt)no ()O2.415570 4.41557" O,OL►0t,U0
1 •417;,ti1 2.4172 F+b n•()C► no (,*n.4kt	 0"3 do 4' 8698 0.000C(w2.42 x 04 2.423[1411 090("OCOO2.39:859 2• s>28,4 O .U000UO
.3P 554 ti Po 3b5542 00 1000001.349551 2.349549, 0.0L►U(1002.325 5" 6 2.3255 8V O.ORnnnok	 2.3(1744 2 :. 3( 1 743&1 000 0u ( )nu2.273036 2.2'1303U 0.00OOGO2.2u3e4!, :..:u 1j39 O•uODUUU2.441444 7.241431, 00000c(u
2.2[ullO 402zbIO2 U.OL10000950 1'. 2&12944 000000001.1G6086 &9c06080 0.0C1uuoJ2 207929 ko 207924 o•ou()000?:2031932.1 9 8542. e  2 U3118 y?•198537 c.q 00uuo()	 (10()GO
.
2.205502 2.20549'u 0.000(IUO2. 999922.05641 1:.199988 U00GOU00:.1056313 0.000C.00
2.208404 2.209402 U•ODUUUO2.20E,746 2.206744 0.00OCOO2.214733 2.ti47(i1 000000002.2125 5 Z 2125?3 CF.nonnt►t)2o •.16134 2.41ts133 O.00JCUO2.219666o2 7. r	 ybht, 00000000
2.217241 2.217240 0.0 (,UU00
2.272535 ?.??2535 G•OUOCCO2.2:0891 2.2"'0881 000000002.2^ 1516 2.221515 (1.0oC)(i('oc. cc4 15 4 1.214151 0.0UUUU02 221069 1.221067 ('40001,0029223914 202"'3912 ().000('0()2.2??711 2.272713 U.OLOCOO2.: &1 17 9 f-,41736. O.1t ► (1U(102.223778 2.2&13774 0.1)(.0('(104.201040 2.121037 U40uU0002.212480 2.212470 Va0tl()(IC102.222UoU 2.212U!7 U•3OU(K'02.22064? 2.2208 o C.0('OL002.222	 a






2.220990 2• ^: 1 05. 3 t),ovn ( •n0
2.12(}991 0979 O.JUJUuO
2.220590 e.1109b I 0.000000
'0220990 .2r G'+R2 oeuoouuu
T. ? 2 v4s q 2•220y 7 40 o.oGa(f)O
Appendix C: Factorization of i for BxsWle 5
Contents: p. C-1-2: Factorization program
C-3-7: IMSL routine - ZRPOLY
C-8:	 Destabilizing A 2 effect
C-4:	 Plot routine for Fig. 3-10
C-10:	 Plot routine for Fig. 3-11





L	 1f;1^ t'f^:,CKAt° , ► IIRMIALL YLANI NAb.. AN., ilht',,.
L/ fl, tt.;/Ltv LIi. ).F1	 1•Wl?i+ALIe	 ud.l/i•F.1.!
U m -, LtA t	 -^l
•talc I/t •:`/• /1/I.^ rl.^/rt{i /:•irl.• ^t/rt./l,.`>r:. ► /•/t Ik /t •t/
L,u lc. 1=1rG
^l l l ls•.+Exi•1`^ t) 11 ► ^..{ ; ► +1 ► t +. ►
 : Iwl 1 i^'1+...r.11 1 — t.t t t l /^"• GI 1
1f i 1•E:.•I Ai ir4.II1
IFII.Lt 0 . I	 i1: I
li=-t At- (	 +tt]li 1'^rlllxll
lF 1 1 .tL'9  IA1. _^.. I1 1
It t I	 -)A^^ »,
r* 1(li =I^L111/>^1,1**.'/'+tl — thF^ — colt 1n 111+^1 ► xlt.^:tw.11l*i:..hill—.:
+ III1aJJ +Il11 4 t I I1 '..) - I F. Ir,r1))^► i*'.'. ► 1t1—..;'1:1 ► ^. 1)
+j)
1F1^.t l..l«ia -i :I1)
1h11.I ^....lt.al- ►
 1 t.. )
F11I1=INl	 it. It1+11ItAir	 tr{11x11-1:.
+^Italil*1*s;t.it;`.t i111 # +: il^tttlll l!'.:t.711 — .}1111++. J1^'•1'vtkll/°'I^
1f• f I •LL.I)L>1 i =f . I l 1
1h 110Et,01.11L..
lc	 tl,hII'tit.t
:"+1 Z :4tXYi — Lltt ri	 L—t^
:—LXY( —: a lt tr'^4♦111 ^1 I
h3gc:I1+.:.1
L r ;` — t 1 1'+ M.. l +t' l a — t L l^hi l ^^ Gl





t (r	 i- iJ1%,'"T1111Aq'L,._19F'. t t.Ar r t . ` :f jt.y .L, ,",ti,, r t,l Sl gF't.t,.f.,	 IIF"s,,.	 )
Wl',iI ` (ti.	 1^ti,,._ ,A.,t-ItA
tl,	 i -A M A I1 ^Ar r A-,.af , l y .L, h 
L
r'A_= r ,f 1.r,,. A t r A 4 9.6 9 F ;.r ..: Xr'Alurri .j'.t. f•. 	 f
LI1	 .
A f4Ul= tt11* A 1C+t : i ;A . t — sL	 +t, M. )*la.l — t► lt k t.11/L I. I ► /l. il r rl : +c :. —'i !
L T« = A 1 1 A r I 1 }:.I 1'. — x 1 .1"r '.l I —A 2c
I	 :*A1-.41 i.
w H.liclt •.;1,)cil•'1fr`v.^t•% +uf •r'1•^"'c
F
	 r] {iA}r^1,-'}r4. t ,.,A,ft	 r9 1-V L r• R , 'NQ 19 	 9 	 ,r't.t






F,	 FIIf- Ai (1/ 1 r	 I't Lt	 Lt ttiu: f )
hhi It It ,-,.,1
^.	 F —,I+,.11/rr
	 I•i.Lf,yti,rl't:arr`+r,rhtttr•it,^1"'ti.•1
t.^r ^ t	 I =1,«
4AL1ic.iI))
.^rLI..I t I i
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t t,	
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USAGE - CALL ZRPOLY IArNDEG,Ztl[RI
C	 ARGUMENTS	 a - INPUT
NGEP"RERSEUFITMLENTS I N
 ORDER OF
- INPUT INTEGEk 01: RE
	 RF POLYNOMIAL.NDEG





NOTE - THE ROUTINE TREATS Z AS A REAL VECTOROF LENGTH 2*NQM AN APPROPRIATE
EQUIVALENCE SiTATEM
`
ENT MAY BE REQUIRED.CG
C	 IER -	 RM OR PARAMETTREXIOUTPUTI TEAM	 NAL ERRORG` IE,si6Rr INDICATES THAT THE DEGREE OF THE
POLYNOMIAL IS GREATER THAN 100 OR LESS
C
IER; 130	 INDICATES THAT THE LEADING
COIFFICIENT IS ZERO.G IER=1319 INDICATES THAT ZRPOLY FOUND FEWER
`
C THAN NDEG ZEROS. IF ONLY M ZEROS ARE
POSITfVEIMAaHINE1 NF INIAYG ARE SET TOC










NOTATION - INFORMATION ON SPECIAL NOTATION AND
C CONVENTIONS IS AVAILABLE IN THE MANUAL
INTRODUCTION OR THROUGH IMSL ROUTINE UHELP
C COPYRIGHT - 1978 BY IMSLr INC, ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
G
WARRANTY - IMSL WARRANTS ONLY THAT IMSL TESTING HAS BEEN
APPLIED TO THIS CODE. NU OTHER WARRANTY,
C EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, IS APPLICABLE.














SPECIFICATIONS FOR LOCAL VARIABLES
N NN J JJ I,NMI ICNT^N2 L,NtrNPI




A6 A7 ErF G H ssOR , SL1 RLZR RLZI
ZETROKaSICar^A^TORrREP R1rZ^P.0r0NErFN
P iQP,RK QK,SVK,SR SI U V,RA RB,C:D A1rA2rA39A6r
A7, E, F , a ,H,SZR,SZ^A ZR,RLZ^,ETAA^tE,RMRE,N,NN
IE
O-4
I	 V^ LOW4 S, AET
$ON PANT SV1,14"Uh 
S




















Q , '"WHI	 A
E
N	 tqkvl TIAS
t	 M L	 P 5	 DA ING.1 A LEST 0 111% L
POINT NUMBER SUCH THAT le+REPSR1 IS
GREATER T HAN I







F A ING — N	 19 t 
R
I TI Y l: TH E
iXPONENT RANGE UYFFE S I IN SINGLEND UOUBV PRECISION THEN REPSP
ANU kINF $1 HOUL	 NDICAIL THE
SMALk[K RANGE
RADIX HE 6AJkUFlUE FLOATING—POINT
NUMBER SYS EM USED
DATA	 k IN V P/L 7 V F F f-f- kF,*
DA TA	 REP SP/
DATA	 RADI X/ 600.4
DATA	 REPSN1/13410000000000000/
DATA	 ZERO/000UO/AONE/ld /
Z POLY S S SINGLE PRECISIUN























ALGORITHM,FAILS IF THE LEADING
COL FIC LN I S ZERO*
REMOVE THE ZLROS AT THE URIGIN IF
ANY
IF (A(I).NE.ZEKO) GO 70 5
IER a130
GO TO 19 000







IF (NN.kQol) GO 10 9005
GO TO 5
10 DO 15 1- 1 9NN
Pi - M) r. A
15 CONTINUE
20 IF (N.GI * 2) GO TV30
IF IN.Llol) GU O 9005
MAKE A COPY OF THE COEFFICIENTS
STAR) THE ALGORITHM FUR ONE ZERO
C
CALCULATE THE FINAL ZERO UR PAIR OF
Ztfaus
IF (N * EQ o Z) GO TO 25
ZINDEG) a -P(2)/P(l)
Z NOEG + NDEG) z ZERO
GO TU 145
25 CALL ZRP^LI4PI119PI2)vP(3)vZ(NDEG-I)tZ(NDk(i*NUEG-I)tZINDEG)o
I	 Z(NDE +N E) EG))
GO 10 145
C	 FIND LARGEST AND SMALLEST MODULI OF
C	 CULFFICIENTS*
30 RMAX a Go
RMIN a RINFF
DO 35 1=1 NN
X = Ab9( SNGLQ(I)))
IF IX.,G] ,RMAX ) RMAX v X






FCC THEREii ARE LARGE OR VERY
FA TpF RC TMNM^TIPXLVT
 MEA
MEN OF THE ROLVNIAL.
ANDI TODA ID UADE:T CTED
LO INTERFERR NG WITH HE
NGEN`E CRITERION.





IF JRSCMA- Xe[1 *10.lOGOO1^055
lf• St.Ep .O. S +^ REPSP *RADIX*RADIX
GQ TO 45




COMPUTE LOWER BOUND ON MUDULI OFZcKus.
60 PT 110! =$ASS{SNGL(PII ► G)
PT INN! ; °P11NN!
COMPUTE UPPER ESTIMATE OF BOUND
X = EXP(^ALUG(-PT` NNI!-ALUGIPTI111) /N)
IF IPTIN .k4 . 0.) GU TU 65 If NEWTON STEP AT THE ORIGIN IS
BETTER S USE IT.
XM a -P11 NN 1/P11 N!
IF IXM . LI.XI X v XM
CHOP THE INTERVAL 10 * X) UNTIL rF.LC.0
65 XM : X*01FF a P1 1 I)
Go 70 1=29NN
70 FF s FF*XM*PT11!
IF tFF . LE-0o) GO TU 15
X = XM
GO TU 65
75 DX = X
80 
IF s A FT^II
/ Xl.LE..005)fOF c FF




DX = FP /DP
X = X-DX
GO TO 80
90 BND = X
DO NEWTON ITERATION UNTIL X
CUNVERGLS TO TWU UECIMRL PLACES
GrOTO 90
COMPUTE THE DERIVATIVE AS THE 1NTIAL
























IF 1ZLkUK) 60 TO 105
USE SCALED FORM OF RECURRENCE IF







ZERUK s GABS(RK(N ) l.LE.DAI$)S(88) *ETA*10.
K	 GO 1 0 115
0-A
C USE UNSCALED FORM OF RECURRENCE105 vu llq Iw1MM1





w RKIN) . EQ*Zk
Co NT ROK	
RO
C SAVE K FUR RESTARTS WITH NEW SHIFTS
DU 120 I a l N120 TE MPI l)	 _ AK(I)
LOON T O SELECT THE QU ADRA TIC
CORRESPONDING TO EACH NEW SHIFT
DO 14G ICNT x l 9 2V
C
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Appendix V: Overall Transfer functions for Example 6
Contents: p. D-1-2: Supporting algebra
D-3-4: Simulated stop response check for (3-48)
D-5-6: Simulated step response check for (3-61)
Note: a's and b's In privitout correspond to p's and q's in (3-48)
and (3-61)
Consider the control configuration in Fig. 3-12 a (or c) with a convergent
identifier, i.e. the time-invariant, asymptotic can*. For the plant in (3-17)
with the controller in (3-46) and the actuator of (3-45) with
B A -aT	 (D-1)
then, since
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Cross-multiplying in (Uf-^4) and rearranging yields
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2
+ P 1 z + Poll	 (D-5)
wliere N(z), D I (z), and D2 (z)  are from (B-2), (B-4), and (B-5), respectively.
o-2
Note that the q, of (D-5) are equal to the 0-0 b, of (3-321 ) - (3-36) an
shown in (3-49) - 0-53). From (h-6) and (P-7) Ov, 
pt 
Of (3-54) - (3-6o)
are readily foniied.
Similarly for 010 control configuration of Fig. 3-12b after Identifier
convergence, from nkwhip, the pickoff point across the actuator
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(D-7)
Again eross-mullipl}filg and rearranging yields
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where N(z) and 1),,(z) are from (11-2) and (B- 7), respectively. Expansion
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Appendix F: Factorization of (3-48) and (3-61) for various A 2
 as in
Table 3-1
Contents:	 p.8-1-2: Sample program for (3-48) for A 2 . l
C-3-4: Coefficients of (3-49)-(3-60) and singularities
of (3-48) for A 2
 - 1, 10, 20, and 50
F:-5-6: Sample: program fo: (3-61) for A 2 - 1
E-7-8: Coefficients of (3-62)-(3-68) and stngularities
of (3-61) for A 2 - 1. 10. 20. and 50
Note: it's and U's correspond to p's and q's in (3-48) and (3-61).
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Appendix P: Sample Programs for the Five Adaptive Controllers





IMPLICIT RtAL 0 6 (A-11,O—Z)





St'i'EVA & 5 VPLV 14 , S ACPEF, SAC l'YG # .SCPEV F * !3CPtVG # NASTI. 0 NSTY, V





(5) d (S)	 (5) ,AMP (4) , W (4, S)
h?,AL*U C(5)vD(5)vAfJAT(4) o,01:AT(4) t ellAT(4) •(;HAT(4)
h EAL Y MI N (4) 0 Y MAX (4)
h EA L*8 IDO (10) o 10 (1U) , N111 (10) O SASI (10) 0 SAP p t'. A (10)
SA PPk.lf (10) p SPI'll, V A(10) 0 $1, 1 I.-V if (I a) , SACPF. k' (10) 0 SA (alic.(10)
scli t"VY ( 10) SCPP.VG





bil l'EVA, S PPFV 14, SACI"PF, SAC I 1-;G r SCI'EV Fp SCH I VU, NASTE, NSTEV




1) AT A A 1/0. 9!)l)0 U. 900 , U .91)0 e0. 910 0*031)0/
DATA A2/0.21)0,0.IDO,U.14DO,0.71)0,0.31)0/
DATA li / U . 0 bb V 0 0 . 1 DU , 0 . 0 8 D U , 0 5 D 0 , — U . 1 9 3 DO
1) it Tit N/ U . U 1 0 0 , 0 . 0 11) 0 0 0.  0 A.' 1) 0 , 0 . 3 D 0 , 0 . 20 ti D 0
DATA C/0.4DU,0.71)0,1.01)0,0.(IDO,D.()DO/
DATA
DATA Y M I N	 0 4 . 0, — 4 . 0	 1 . 0
D siTA YMl%X/2.U,4o0#4.0,2.U/
DATA MAX NSEED/100U, 13579/
V Al It AMtl/l.0D0,2.0D0,2.000,2.0V0/
1) A TA W (1, 1) W( led') W (1,3) W(1 0 4) W(I,!))l
• O,1785lDO*O..i44b3DU,U.55452D0,0.408b6DU,0.28!)3i$DO/
1) AT A W (2, 1) , W ( 2 ,2) W (2 3) , W
 4 2 . 4 )  v W (2,`5)/
• 0.44629DOsU.bblb700,1.38629DOg,1.0217DU,0.71335DO/
V LTA W (3, 1) ,W 43,2) ,W (3,3) ,W (3, 4) ,W (3.5)/
($.17851DO,O.J44b3DO,0.5545200,0.40tib6D0,0.2ti534DO/
DATA W (4, 1) W(4,2) oW (4#J) W(4*4) vW (4,!:))/
•	 446 2 9DO , 0 .110 15 700 v I . 38 b29D0, 1.0 2 17DO 0 . 7 13 35DO/
DATA ESTMUL/0.81)0,1.000,I.;VO/
DATA PCTL, PTEM P/ I I	 U
DATA FSTSTR/'-1:U%'," 0 0,1420%9/
L1'	 b
CALL ERPSLT(207, 10UU,-I, 1,0VFL,0)
w h I "I F. (b, 10)




20 FORHAT( O STARTING AND ENDING EXAMPLES
hEAD(5v*)NZXSTsNEXL;PD
WRITE (6,30)







Ali AT (K) - Al IN EX) * LSTM UL (NEST)
AHAT (K-1) a AHAT(K)
I IAT (K) a b (REX) *ESTMUL (NEST)
ofiAll (K-1) a 13HAT(K)
GHAT (K-1) a C (NEX) /B (NEX)
GHAT (K-1 a GHAT (K-1)
GIIAT (K-2) = GHAT (K - 1)
G = GHAT (K-1)
FHAT(K-1) = (D(NFX)—A1(NEX))/b(NLX)
PtIAT(K-1) w PHATOV-1)
FHAT (K-2) - FHAT(K-1)
F = PHAT(K-1)
WI?ITE(10,50)IeCTLtNEXeINP.ESTSTO(WEST)
50 FUltMAT(A1oI5X,, I EXAMPLt.' I t l2 t f	INPUT9*12#• NON—ADAPTIVEI,
*	 I	 EST a- l#A4/)
W RITE (6*50)PCTL,NEXtINP,,ESTSTR(NLST)
PXCtJG	 PCTL
1 1 CTI.	 PTEMP
PTLMP	 PXCHG



















HPLICIT PEAL O U (A—)l*O—Z)
HEALOS lDO(10),10(10)vNlTL(10) * SAS1(10)oSAPPEA(10) j,
0 SCPPVP ( 10)*SCPEVG ( 10)*NASTE ( 10),N5rev(10)
INTEGER KD (12)
COMMON /STATS/ IDU*101 NITL*SASI,SAPI'EhvSAPPED,
* StYPEVA t SPPBVB t SACPEFSACPEC t.';CIIFVerSCPLVGoNASTE e NSTEVe
* STEeSSPPA * SSPPBvSSCPP,SSCP-G,"OKD




li 	 1,9AL*8 hl(5),A2(5) • U(5) E(5) oAMP(4)lW(4*5)
REAL*8 C(5),Dt5)v AffAT(4) el3hAT ( 4) FHAT ( 4) *(;HAT(4)
REAL YnjN ( 4)vYMAX(4)
REAL*8 IDO (10) v 10 (10) v NITE (10) vSASl (10), SAPPEA (10) v
• SAPPE B (10)vSPI)EVA(IO),,SPPF.VB ( 10)*SACPEF ( 10)*SACPEG(IO)
• SCFEve ( lo),ScPEVG(10) e NASTE ( 10)oNSTEV(10)
HEAL*6 ESTMUL(3)
INTEGER PCTL*PTFMPtPXCtIG o LSTSTR ( 3)tSCSTR(3)
INTEGER Kt (12)
COMMON /STATS/ lDOolUeNITEeSASIsSAPPEh o SAPPEBe
0 SUPEVAeSPPEVb*SACPE F* SACPFGvSCI)EVFoSCPEVG*NASTEoNSTEVe
• STE*SSPPh*SSPPb*SSCIlFeSSCPG,M*KD
COMMON /LUN/LP












DATA W(l,l),W ( lt2)•W ( 1,3),W ( 1*4)•W(lo5)/
* 0.1785ID0oO.J4463DO,0.5!)452DO,0.40866DO,0.285341)0/
DATA W(2,1)oW(2,2) rW(2,J),W(2,4) •W(2,5)1
• U.44629DO,O.8bl57DOr1.38b291 ) 001.U217DO00.7133500/
DATA W(3,1) •W(3,2) W(3,3) vW(3,4)
* 0.17851DO,0.34463DO,0.55452DOU.403b6DO,0.2k)534DO/
DATA W (4,1) •W(4,2) •W( 4 * 3)




DATA ESTSTE/ 9 -20% 0 , 6 0 2,1+20%s/






10 FORMAT (• PRINTOUT I,NTE'PVAL = • )
READ (g ,*) INTV
WRITE (6,20)
20 FORMAT( • STARTING AND ENDING EXAMPLES ^ r)
READ (So*) NBXST,NEX e-ND
WRITL' (6, 30)
30 FORMAT(' STARTING AND ENDING #LGORITHMS t ')
READ (5,*) NA.LGST,NALGLD
WRITE (6v40)
40 FORMAT (* SMOOTHING COEFFICIENT ^ ')
ItEAD (5, *) NSC
DO 1000 NEX=NEXST, NEXEND
DO 100 NALGKNALGST , NALGED
DO 100 NEST=1, 3
DO 100 INP=104
AHAT (K) - Al (NEX) *L'STMUL (NEST)
AHAT (K-1) = AHAT (K)
BHAT (K) : B (NEX) *ESTMUL (NEST)
BHAT (K-1) = AHAT (K)
GHAT (K-1) = C (NEX) /B (NEX)
GHAT (K-1) = GHAT (K-1)
GHAT (K-2) = GHAT (K-1)
j	 G = GHAT (K-1)
(	 FHAT(K-1) = (D(NEX)—A1(NEX))/B(NEX)
FHAT (K-1) = FHAT (K-1)
FJiAT (K-2) = FHAT (K-1)
F = FHAT (K-1)
WRITE (10,50) PCTL,NEX,INP,NALG,ESTSTR (NEST) ,:SCSTh (NSC)
5U FOliMAT (A 1, 15X,'EXAMI'LE',12,'
	 INPUT' , I2,' ALGORITHM',i2,
* '	 EST = ',A4,' SS2 0,A4/)
W KITE (*, 50) PCTL, NEX, IN P, NALG, ESTSTR (NEST) ,SCSTR (NSC)
PXC1iG = PCTL
j	 PCTL = PTEMP
PTEMP = PXCHG

















SUBROUTINE SIMUL (A 1, A2,t3,E,AMP vW,NSEED,
* MODP,NALG,NPX,NSC,C,D,YMINoYMAX,INTV,MAX)
IMPLICIT REALOO (A-H2O-Z)
hLAL*H HU, U (4) • Y ( 4 ) # H ( 4) . S (4)
IREAL*H AHAT (4) ,BfJAT(dl) ,FmAT (4) •GNAT (4)
REAL SIG (4) ,TIME
INTEGER SYMDOL (4)
hf-AL+H IDO (10) , 10 (10) , WITS (10) ,SASI (10), SAPPEA (10) ,
* SAPPED ( 1 0), SPPEVA( 10),SPPEVH(10),SACPEF(10),SACPEG(10) 0
* SCPEV F (10) , SCPEVG (10) , NASTE (1O) , NSTEV (10)
REAL*H T1 (4) ,T2 (4) ,T3 (4) ,T4 (4) ,T5(4) •7`6(4) ,T7(4) ,
* TH (4) , T9 (4)













COMMON /M1 SCJ/'17, Tti, T9
DATA K/4/
DATA SC(1,1,1),SC(1,2,1),SC(1,,,1) /-U.9,-0.95,-0.97/
DATA SC (1, 1, 2) , SC (1, 2, 2) , SC (1, 3,2) /-0.7, -0.8,-0.9/
DATA SC (2, 1, 1) , SC (2, 2, 1) , SC (1, 3, 1) /-0 .9, -0.9,-0.9/
DATA 5C (2, 1, 2) , SC (42,
	 ,SC (2, 3, 2) /-O. b5,-0.65,-0.65/
DATA S C ( 3 , 1 * 1 ) . SC (3, 2, 1) . 5C ( 3 . 3, 1 ) /-0.9, -0.9,-0.9/
DATA SC(3,1,2),SC(3,2,2),SC(3,3,2)/-0.5,-0.5,-0.5/
DATA SC (4, 1, 1) , SC (4, 2, 1) , SC (4, 3, 1) /-O. b, -O.9,-0.95/
DATA SC(4, 1,2) ,SC(4 ,2v2),SC(4,3,2)/-0.4,-U.b,-O.H/




Y (I) = O.ODO
H (I) O.UDO
S (I) = O.ODO
T1 (1) = O.ODO




To (l) = U.ODO
T7 (1) = O.ODO
T8 (I) = O.ODO











































CY2 a -A 1*A2
co 1 = N+E
CU2 = - B*A2-E*A1
111 P T	 = 0
r INIT =	 1
. MU -	 1.OU0
RHO	 1.oDo
H =	 l.ono
IF(NALG.EQ.3)	 Q =	 SC (NXX # N C, l)
lF(NALG.fQ.5)	 Q :.	 SC(NEX,NSC,2)
w
DO 50UO N =1,MAX
IF (OVFLOW)	 GOTO 6000
Y (K)
	
: CY 1*Y (K-1) +CY2*Y ( K -2) +CU1*U (K -/) +CU2*U(K-;2)
S (K)	 - C*R (K-l) +D*S(K-1)
COMMENT OUT THIS COMPUTED GOTO AND ALSO THE
FOLLOWING CALL I S FOR THE NON-ADAPTIVE CAST:
4
GOTO	 (210,220,230,240,250),NALG
210 CALL ADAPT 1(C,D,MU,RHO,H)











TIME - FLOAT (N)
CALL STAT(N,KOUNT)
COTO 1000
SIG (1) - SNGL(U(K))
.91G(2) a SNGL(R(K))
SIG (3) w SNGL(S(K))
SIG (4) a SNGL(Y(K))





9 (K- 1)	 R (K)
U(K-2)	 U(9-1)










ri p, ":)I (M)	 = o,oDo
N i, STE (M) = O.ODO











WRITE (10,7000) (KD(l) ll=2,,6)
1 , 7000 FORMAT(IIX t KI,6X,5(2X,I5,4X)/)
WhITE(10,,7010) (100(l)
7010 FORMAT(11Xp 3 ID0lo4X,5(lPD11.3))
WRITK(10o,7020)(1O(l),1-1*5)
7020 POIRMAT(IlXo l IOl,,5Xo,5(lPDll.3))
WHITE(10,7030)(NITE(l),1=1,5)
7030 POIRMAT(11X l "rTE',JX,5(1PD11.3))
W RITE (l0t7040)(NASTE(I),I=lv5)
7040 FORMAT(llXo f NASTE',2X,5(1PD11.31)
W111TE (10,7050) (NSTE;V (1) ,I=1,5)
7 ,050 FORMAT (11X,' NSTEVl,2X,5(1PD11.3))
wWtt ITE(10,706U) (SAS7(1),I=1,5)
;)60 FORMAT (11X, SASI ,3X, a (IPD11. 3) )
COMMENT OUT THESE WRITE I S FOR THE NON-ADAPTIVE
CASE BECAUSE THE PARAMETERS 00 NOT CHANGE
WRITE: ( 10,7070) (SAC1"EF(I) , I=1,5)
)70 FORMAT ( 11X,' SACT.l E F ',5(1PD11. ))
WRITE (10,7080) ( ACI'I G (I) ,I=1,5)
)80 FORMAT ( 11X, r SACPE G^ , S (1)E'p!1.;1))
WhITF(10,7090) (;Cl'1:.Vt'(I) ,I'-1,r^) 	 {
190 FORMAT ( 11X, l SCPEV F1,5(1PD11.3))
WHITE(10o7100) (SCPEVG(I),T-1,a)
100 FOhMAT ( 11X,' SCrEV G'05(1PD11.3))
I F (NALG . GT .3) GOTO 75UU
WRITE:(10 0 7110) (SAP PEA (I) ,1-1,5)
110 FOhmAT ( 11X, $ SAPNE A',5(1PU11.3))
€
(`	 WRITE (10,7120) (SAPPER (I) ,1=1,5)
d 120 FORMAT(11X, # SAPPE ft^,5(1P1^11.3i)
WBITE,(10,7130) (SPI'EVA(I),I - 1,5)
130 FOItMAT(11X,' SPVEV A',5(11)1)11 * 3) )
WhITE(10 , 7140) (SP1 l E;Vb(T) 0I=105)
140 F0101AT(11X, l SI'I`E'V B^, (11`011. 3) /)
GO'TO 7800
,00 CONT INUE'











(Ivo (1) , I =b, 10)(I0 (1) , 1 =b, 10)
(NI'TF ( I) ,1=6, 1U)
(NASTE. (1) ,I = 6, 10)(N ST 11 V (1) ,1 = b , 1U)(SAS 1(I),1=b, 10)
COMMENT OUT THES2 WHITE, S TATEMENTS FOP THE
NON-ADAPTIVE CASE:, SINCE F,G,A,U DO NOT VARY
W HITL ( 10, 7070) (SACPEF (1) ,1 = b, 1U)
WRITE ( 1007080) (SACI'Eta (I) , I=b, 10)
WHITE ( 10,7090) (SCPEVF(1) , I -b, 10)
WRITL(10,7100) (SCll EVG (1) , I-b, 10)
1F (NALG.GT . 3) COTO 80UU
W ); I "`E (10,7110) (SAP11.A (I) ,I =v, 10)
W LITE (10,7120) (SAPl, hb (1) , I = b, 10)




W F ITL (1 U, 7750)
H Fil u RN
END
F-9
SUbhOUTINE INP(HODLtK, AMP * W,NSEED,U)
IMPLICIT HZAL*6 (A-N,O-Z)
REAL RANNO
IF (K .LT.0) COTO 1U00
GOT0(1U0,2O0,300,4O0),MODE
100 U r AMP
RETURN
200 CONTINUE
:300 U * AMP*DSIN (W* FLOAT (K) )
RETURN
400 CALL RANDU (NSEL'DjMvHANNO)
NSEED s M
U = AMP* (RANNO-0.2a)
RETURN






SUBROUTINE STAT (N, KOUNT)
IMPLICIT HXAL* U (A — H oO—L)
RIVAL *R R(4), U ( 4) ,Y (4) .5(4)
R EAL*'R IDO(10),IO(10),NITE(10) , SASI, ( IO)tSAPIIE,4(10)•
SAI)PRH(lU),S1 pk,,VA(10),SP1'1:vn (lo),SACIIBP(1U),SACPEG(10)
^► SCPEVF (10) , SCPEVG ( IO) m NAS T E (10) o $ TEV(10)
FIKAL * El AHAT(4) , RFIAT(4) o FtIAT( y ) ,GHAT(4)
INTEGE R KD (1a')
COMMON /STATS/ lDU, IO, NITE, SASI,SAPI )ZA, SAPPLPOt
SI^I'EVA,SNPI:Vb,SAC:NEF,SAC [ LG,:pit: I^EVI^,SCPk;VC^,IIASTI~,N5TEV,
+ STE,SSPPAo$$I'i'BtSSCI)FoSSCPG,M,KD
COMMON /CONTRL/FtG,AHATiBlIAT t FHAToGRAT
COMMON /SIGNAL/R,U,Y,S
DATA K/4/
I F (DADS (S (K) ) .LT. l .0D-U3) GOTO 100
TX = (S (K) —Y ( K ) )/S (K)
GOTO 200
100 TV = 0.0
KUUUNT = KUUNT+ 1
200 NASTE(M) : NASTt,(M)+TF**2
STE = STE+TE
.SASI ( M)	 = SASI ( M) +U (K) **2
SAPP A (M) = SA14 1 EA (M) +AHAT (K-1)
SAPPED (M) _
 SAPPED (M) +HHAT (K-1)
SAC:'II EF (M) = SACPEF (M) +F
SACPF,G (M) = SACPVI, (M) +G
S.>I'YA = SS1'PA+ANAT(K-1) **i:
S.aYI ' Is	 S5^' l'E+E=IIAT (K-1) **
SSCPF+F**2





TIME = FLOAT (N)
IIr (N . LT.KD ( M+1)) F2TURN
IDO (M)
	 S (K)
IO ( M )	 = Y (K)
RANGE = FLOAT ( KD (M+ 1) —KD (M) )
DIV = (RANGE — FLOAT (KUUNT)) * (RANGF — FLOAT(KOUNT) —1)
RNG = RANGE — FLOAT ( KUUNT)
NSTEV ( M)	 = 0.0
IF(DIV .GT.O.0) NSTEV (M) = (hNG*NASTE(M)-5TE ** 2)/DIV
IF (NSTEV ( M) .LT.0 . 0D0) NSTlV (M) = O.ODO
N ITE (M) = TE
DIVSOR = BANGE* (RANGE-1)
IF'(DIVSOR . LE.O.0) GOTO 1000
SI)PEVA (M) : (RANGE *SSPPA —SAPPEA ( M) **2) /DIVSOR
IF (SI'PEVA (M) .LT.O . ODO) SYPLVA (M) = 0.01)0
SITEVE (M) _ (RANGE*SSPPB--SAI)PrP(M) **2) /DIVSOR
IN (SPPEVD ( M) .LT.O.ODO) SPPEVB (M) r O.ODO
SCPF.VF (M) = (RAN(,E*SSC:II F — SA PEF(M) **2) /DIVSOR
IF(SCPI VFI?I) .L T .O.ODO) SC:PFVF ( M) = O.ODO
SCPEVG (M) = (RANGL *SSCPG —SACPLG ( M) **2) /DIVSOR
I F (SCPEVG ( M) .LT.O . ODO) SCPEVG (M) = O.ODO
GUTO 2000
SI'PEVA (M) = 0.000
SPPI1VB (M) =, O.UDO
SCPFSVF (m) s 0.0vo
SCPtVG (lI) - O.OItO
000 CONTINUE
SASI (M) s SASI (m) /MANGE
SAPPEA (M) a SAPPRA (M) /IRANGE
SAPPRO (M) s SAPPEL3 (H) /RANGt
SACPEr (m) a SAc pzr (M) /MANGE
SACPEG (M) s SACPEG (M) /RANGR
















EQUATIONS (4-4) - (4-8)
SUBROUTINE ADAFTI (CvDrKU,RH0dl)
IMPLICIT REAL*H (A-H2O -Z)
F+EAL*8 KU,8(4),U(4),Y(4),5(4),AliAT(4)oBHAT(4),E(4)




AHAT (K-2) = AHAT lin-1)
AHAT (K-1) = All" f (K)
IJHAT (K-2) = HHAT (K-1)
HHAT (K-1)	 Ulf AT (K)
E (K-2) = F. (K-1)
,U (K-1) z E (K)
FHAT (K-2) s THAT (K-1)
FHAT (K-1) = FHAT (K)
GHA`!' (K-2) = GIIAT (K-1)
G11AT (K-1) = GHAT (K)
E (K-1) = Y (K-1) — itHAT (K-1) *Y (K •-2) — GHAT (K-1) *U (K-2)
DE:NOM = H tMU*Y (K-2) **2+RHC)*U (K-2) **2
AHAT (K)
	
AHAT (K-1) +MU*Y (K-2) *E (K-1) /DENOM
IsHAT (K) = F HAT (K-1) *RHC)*U (K-1) *E (K-1) /DENOM
GHAT (K-1) - C/AHAT (K)
FIIAT(K-1) = (D—AHAT(K))/BHAT(K)
F = FHAT (K-1)







EQUATIONS (4-12) - (4-19)
iUBI',. ilTINE ADA11T:! (C, D,MU,RHO,H)
IMPLICIT RLA ! .*6 (A-H2O-Z)
IiF,AL*Ci MU, R(4),U(4),Y(4),S(4),YHAT(4),AHAT(4),DHAT(4)
hEAL*H E(4) vFHAT(4),GHAT(4)





LAMBDA (K-2) = LAMBDA (K-1)
LAMI.iDA (K-1) = LAMBDA (K)
GAMMA (K-2) = GAMMA(K-1)
GAMMA(K-1) = GAMMA(K)
AHAT (K-2) AHAT (K-1)
AI)AT(K-1)	 = All AT(K)
WIAT (K-2)	 = LA HAT (K-1)
1311AI (K-1) tillAT (K)
YHAT (K-2) WHAT (K--1)
YHA`!' (K-1)	 r YHAT (K)
E (K- 1)
	 =	 E (K)
FflAT (K-2)	 = FIIAT (K-1)
FRAT(K-1)	 = FHAT(K)
GHAT (K-2) GHAT (K-1)
CHAT (K-1)	 = GHAT (K)
»-	 YHAT (K-1) : AHAT (K-1) *YHAT (K-2) *DHAT (K-1) *U (K-2)
LAMBDA ( K -1) = YIiAT (K-2) *AHAT(K-1)*LAMBDA (K-2)
GAMMA (K-1)	 = U (K-2) *AHAT(K-1) *GAMMA (K-2)
E (K-1) = Y (K-/) -YHAT (K-1)
» VENOM = H*MU*LAMBDA (K-1) * *2 *RHO*GAMMA (K-1) * *2
AHAT (K) = AHAT (K-1) *MU*LAMBDA (K-1) *E (K-1) /DENUM
AHAT (K) = BtIAT (K-1) *RHO*GAMMA (K-1) *E (K-1) /DENOM
GHAT (K-1) = C/IiHAT (K)
AIiAT(K-1) = (D-AHAT(K))/aHAT(K)








EQUATIONS (4-23) - (4-24)
SUbROUTINF. ADAPT3(C,D,MU,RHb,H,C)
IMPLICIT HEAL.*H (A-U O-Z)
REAL *F MUth(4),U( 4), Y(4 ),S(4),YHAT(4),AHAT(4)vl3HAT(4)





Z (K-2) = Z (K-1)
=Z (K-1)	 x (K)
AIIAT (K-2) = AHAT (K-1)
AIIAT(K-1) = AHAT(K)
UIiAT (K-2) : BHAT (K-1)
Ti IIAT (K-1) = VIIAT (K)
VIIAT (K-2) = VHAT (K-1)
YIIAT (K-1)	 YIIAT (K)
V (K-2) = V (K-1)
V ( K - 1 ) = V (K)
FHAT (K-2) = WHAT (K-1)
FHAT ( K -1) = PH All (K)
GNAT (K-2) = GHAT (K-1)
GNAT ( K -1) = GHAT (K)
YHAT ( K -1) = ANAT ( K -1) *Z (K-2) +BRAT(K-1) *U (K-2)
DENOR = H4MU *2, (K-2) **2*hHO*U (K-2) **2
V (K-1) = (Y (K-1) -Y NAT ( K -1) *Q* (Y (K-2) -Z (K-2) )) /DFNOM
ANAT (K) = AIIAT (K-1) +MU*Z (K-2) *V (K-1)
'	 13HAT (K)	 13H AT ( K -1) *RHO *U (K-2) *V (K-1)
Z ( K -1) v AIIAT (K) *Z (K-2) *GHAT (K) *U (K-a)
GIIAT (K-1) = C/BHAT (K)
THAT (K-1) _ (D-AHAT(K))/I311AT(K)
P = FIIAT(K-1)






EQUATIONS (4-14) - (4-36)
Stf!)ROUTINr ADA1,T4(CeD,,MU*Hll0dl)
IMPLICIT HLPL*8 (A—Hof?—Z ►
REAL*b MU, R(4)tl)(4)tYI4)o$(4)tV(4)oYHAT(4)t6tfAT(4)
HEAL*8 AHAT ( 4) sl31lAT(4)
COMMON /SIGNAL/housyss
CONNOR , "'O WTI(L/F e V jA HATs bit AT * F HATeGlIAT
DATA K/4/
GHAT (K-2) w GliAT(K-1)
GHAT (K-1)	 GIIAT(K)
FHAT (K-2)	 PRAT (K-1)
FHAT(K-11)	 FHAT(K)
V(K-2)	 V(K-1)
V (K -1)	 V (K)
V(K-11 a
Dh-NUM - 11 0 (1. 0*MU*Y (K-2) **2+lkll0*U (K - 2) * *2)
GHAT (K - 1) a GHAT (K-2) + RiiO*ii (K-2)*V(K—I) / DENOII
F1IAT(K-1) - PHAT(K-2) 4 mU*V (K-2)*V (K—I)/DENON
G	 GHAT(K-1)
F	 FHAT(K-1)






VQUATIONS (4-40) - (4-44)
SUbROUTINS ADA&T5 ( C,D,MU v RHQoH,Q)
IMPLICIT EtEAL* 6 (A-HO-Z)
ltEAL*f MU , It 1 4 )
. U14 )e Y 1 4 ) ^ S 1 4 ) ^V14 ) , F'HAT ( 4 ► •CIIAT(4)





GHAT (K-2) = GHAT (K-1)
GHAT(K-1) = GHAT(K)
WHAT (K-2) - THAT (K-1)
FIIAT (K-1) = THAT (K)
BETA (K-2) = BETA (K-1)
bf^'TA ( K-1) : BETA (K)
GAMMA (K-2) = GAMMA (K-1)
GAMMA (K-1) = GAMMA (K)
V (K-2)	 V (K--1)
V (K-1) : V (K)
BETA ( K-1) = NitO *R (K-2) **2 + MU*Y (K-2) **2
GAMMA (K-1) _ (D+U) *N * BETA (K-2.) * V (K-2) +D* GAMMA (K-2)
DENUM = 1.0+H*bLTA (K-1)
V (K-1) _ ( S ( K - 1) - Y (K -1) *Q* (S(K-2 )-Y (K-2) )-GAMMA ( K-1) )/DENOM
GHAT ( K- 1) = GHAT ( K-2) +RHu+R (K-2) *V (K-1)
FHAT ( K-1)	 FIIAT (K -2) +MU *X ( K - 2) *V (K- 1)
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